


ABSTRACT

Transformation and morphological impact of low-frequency waves during hurricane

attack

by

Katherine Alyse Anarde

Field measurements of wave, current, and sediment dynamics in the nearshore

environment during extreme events are scarce due to energetic waves and rapid bed

level changes that can damage or shift instrumentation. Overestimation of storm

processes in many morphodynamic models highlight a need for high-resolution field

data during extreme storm events to improve and validate model forecasts of coastal

storm hazards and impacts. To address this data and knowledge gap, this thesis

offers insights into the physical processes that contribute to coastal flooding and

drive morphological change during storms by providing new field data, methodological

frameworks, and detailed analysis of water levels, currents, and sediment transport on

two mild-sloping beaches along the Texas Gulf coast (U.S.A) during Hurricane Harvey

(2017). Measurements of storm hydrodynamics are linked to post-storm changes to

coastal landforms using sedimentological data, beach profile surveys, and topographic

maps derived from imagery collected by unmanned aerial vehicles. The comprehensive

data set acquired during Hurricane Harvey is evaluated in multiple studies to examine

the role of low-frequency surface ocean waves in driving coastal change and inland

flooding during hurricane impact. Herein, “low-frequency waves” collectively refers

to waves with frequencies spanning the infragravity (IG) band (0.003-0.04 Hz) and



just below the IG band (∼0.4-3 mHz), termed very low frequency (VLF) waves. Key

findings include 1) IG wave growth and energy loss in the very nearshore and into the

back-barrier bay during island overwash is frequency-dependent; 2) VLF variability

in nearshore water levels can be classified as small-amplitude meteotsunamis, that

when amplified, may present a flood hazard in this region; 3) the morphological

evolution of barrier-island cuts during hurricane impact is influenced by competing

wave-driven and back-barrier processes; and 4) sequential far-field storms may aid

in the recovery of barrier beaches. The results obtained in this thesis will be used

to inform validation studies to improve numerical simulations of the transformation

and morphological impact of low-frequency waves toward better prediction of coastal

hazards.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The 2,149 barrier islands that border shorelines worldwide provide a first line of

defense for the hinterland against storm surge and wave action [Stutz and Pilkey,

2011]. During extreme storms, processes including dune erosion, overwash, inundation

[Sallenger Jr, 2000], and storm-surge ebb [Hayes, 1967] can rapidly reshape barrier

islands, thereby increasing coastal hazards and flood exposure inland (Figure 1.1).

Future flood losses are expected to exceed US$1 trillion by 2050 [Hallegatte et al.,

2013] due to socio-economic [Hanson et al., 2011] and population growth [Neumann

et al., 2015], climate change impacts [DeConto and Pollard, 2016, Solomon et al.,

2007], and subsidence [Nicholls, 1995]. Adaptation investments (e.g., Figure 1.2) are

clearly needed to reduce future flood risk in coastal cities [Hallegatte et al., 2013].

However, successful design of expensive engineered interventions [e.g. Aerts et al.,

2013, 2014, Davlasheridze et al., 2018] requires a clear understanding of the processes

that govern barrier island response to extreme storms and accurate representation of

these processes in numerical models.

Field measurements of wave, current, and sediment dynamics in the nearshore

environment during extreme events are scarce as it is inherently challenging to en-

sure high data quality when energetic waves and rapid bed level changes can damage

or shift instrumentation (Figure 1.3). Most studies that have sought to explore the
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Figure 1.1 : Pre- and post-storm imagery showing a barrier-island breach during
Hurricane Michael (2018) at a low and narrow spot on Cape San Blas near Mex-
ico Beach, FL. The coastal erosion hazard analysis conducted by the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) prior to Hurricane Michael forecast a 26% probability of
inundation at this location. This poor model prediction has been suggested to be an
artifact of the spatial scale of storm impact forecasts (1 km grid size) or the duration
of the storm, whereby above average water levels enabled dune erosion prior to storm
landfall [USGS, 2019].

mechanisms driving geomorphic change during storm impact have relied on numeri-

cal models [Cañizares and Irish, 2008, McCall et al., 2014, 2010, 2011, Passeri et al.,

2018b, van Rijn, 2009], laboratory experiments [Blenkinsopp et al., 2016, Figlus et al.,

2010, Matias et al., 2013, 2016], or use sparse gauge data [Shaw et al., 2015] to infer

local hydrodynamic conditions. Nearshore process-based numerical models, such as

XBeach [Roelvink et al., 2009], are capable of simulating the morphological response

of barrier islands to hurricane attack with good model skill [Harter and Figlus, 2017,
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Lindemer et al., 2010, Passeri et al., 2018a, Sherwood et al., 2014, Smallegan and

Irish, 2017]. However, results from the only morphodynamic numerical simulation

informed by field measurements of shoreline and bay water levels during hurricane-

induced coastal inundation show that model performance is highly sensitive to water

level boundary conditions from both sides of a barrier island [Sherwood et al., 2014].

It is also well documented that XBeach overestimates erosion and overwash, which

has been attributed to inaccurate calculations (and parameterization) of sediment

transport during sheet flow conditions [McCall et al., 2010]. Several physical reasons

for these overestimates have been suggested, including the effect of wave nonlinear-

ity on sediment transport, excess shear stress required to initiate sediment particle

Figure 1.2 : Surge protection strategies proposed for the Houston/Galveston region
including I) the construction of a series of dredged containment berms and surge
gate in Galveston Bay to protect critical energy infrastructure in the Houston Ship
Channel [Torres et al., 2017a], and II) construction of ring levees, a coastal surge
gate, and raising of highways to form a coastal “spine” for surge protection [Jonkman
et al., 2015]. Figure courtesy of Do [2019].
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mobility [Elsayed and Oumeraci, 2017], and variable bed friction which can slow and

attenuate storm surge [Harter and Figlus, 2017, Lindemer et al., 2010, Passeri et al.,

2018b]. Field measurements of hydrodynamic and sediment transport processes dur-

ing hurricane attack are needed to better characterize the unknown factors controlling

the morphologic response of barrier islands and validate morphodynamic models.

Figure 1.3 : There is a paucity of field data in the nearshore environment during
storms as it is challenging to ensure high data quality when energetic waves and rapid
bed level changes can a) damage instrumentation (South Bethany Beach, Delaware
[2014]) or b) result in instrument loss (Follets Island, Texas after Hurricane Harvey
[2017]).

1.2 Objectives and thesis outline

The main objective of this doctoral dissertation is to provide an improved characteri-

zation of hydrodynamic conditions driving morphological change in the very nearshore

and back-barrier environments during hurricane attack. Toward this effort, the re-

search presented herein details the field measurement and statistical analysis of a

comprehensive data set of water levels, currents, and observations of morphological
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change collected across two barrier islands located along the Texas Gulf coast (U.S.A)

during Hurricane Harvey (2017). Specifically, this thesis aims to:

• Evaluate the temporal transformation of infragravity (IG) waves in the surf

zone, backshore, and back-barrier environments during storm impact.

• Identify the origin of very-low frequency (VLF) variability in water levels (∼0.4-

3 mHz) observed in nearshore and bay environments during Hurricane Harvey,

as well as assess its importance to nearshore hydrodynamics and sediment trans-

port during storms.

• Link in-situ measurements of storm hydrodynamics to post-storm subaerial and

sedimentological observations of geomorphic storm impacts to better under-

stand the processes governing coastal change during and in the months imme-

diately following the storm.

This dissertation is organized into seven chapters and one appendix. Chapter 1

provides an introduction to the status of scientific understanding of the hydrodynamic

and morphodynamic processes that shape barrier islands during extreme storms. A

description of the field study sites, storm characteristics, instrumentation, and data

processing methodology is presented in Chapter 3 with a supplemental appendix

detailing a new formulation for evaluating significant bicoherence using multitaper

spectral estimation (Appendix A). The temporal evolution of IG wave dynamics are

examined in Chapter 4 through detailed analyses of time series, power spectra, and

bispectra. In Chapter 5, the origin of VLF fluctuations in water level is explored

through analysis of hydrodynamic and meteorological forcing during Hurricane Har-

vey, followed by a discussion of the importance of this phenomenon to storm processes

along this coastline. Lastly, Chapter 6 links measurements of storm hydrodynamics
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across a barrier island system with post-storm subaerial and sedimentological ob-

servations of geomorphic storm impacts in order to better understand the processes

governing coastal change during and in the months immediately following a storm.

This thesis concludes with a summary of the major findings and broader implica-

tions of this research with a brief discussion on outstanding research needs related to

measurement and modeling of storm processes (Chapter 7).
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter details the current state of knowledge about low-frequency waves in the

nearshore environment during storms. First, a detailed review of field, laboratory,

and numerical investigations of IG wave dynamics under high-energy conditions is

presented in order to identify pertinent knowledge gaps that will be addressed in

Chapter 4 of this thesis. Next, generation mechanisms commonly ascribed to VLF

wave motions elsewhere are discussed to inform the investigation on the origin of VLF

fluctuations in water level observed during Hurricane Harvey in Chapter 5. Lastly,

conventional paradigms for assessment of storm impacts and beach recovery are briefly

reviewed to contextualize post-storm observations of morphological change at a Texas

barrier-island cut after Hurricane Harvey in Chapter 6.

2.1 Infragravity wave dynamics during storm events

Results from the few field studies that have captured in-situ observations of wave

fields during storm overwash [Lashley et al., 2018] and coastal inundation [Engel-

stad et al., 2017] on mild-sloping sandy beaches show that IG waves dominate water

motion close to shore. IG waves are surface ocean waves with frequencies f below

the wind-generated short wave band [Munk, 1949], typically between 0.003 and 0.04

Hz. On mild-sloping beaches, IG waves originate as bound waves in deep water due

to nonlinear difference interactions between pairs of sea-swell waves [Biésel, 1952,
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Hasselmann, 1962, Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1962]. This is shown schematically

in Figure 2.3 for two short wave trains of slightly different wavelength but equal

amplitude. The merging of the two wave trains forms wave groups that induce a

bound IG wave due to variation in momentum flux (wave radiation stress) between

the largest and smallest short waves in the group. The IG wave is “bound” in that

it is phase locked and in antiphase with the short-wave group until reaching shallow

water. Thereafter, depth-limited breaking of short waves can release the bound long

wave and allow it to propagate shoreward as a free wave [Masselink, 1995]. While

bound IG waves have small amplitudes (several cm) in deep water, significant trans-

formation and wave growth occurs when wave groups propagate into shallow water.

As waves begin to shoal, IG waves shift in phase (away from 180◦) such that they

lag behind the short wave envelope [Battjes et al., 2004, De Bakker et al., 2014, Inch

et al., 2017, List, 1992, Masselink, 1995]. This phase lag enables growth of IG waves

in the surf zone through difference interactions with sea-swell waves [Janssen et al.,

2003, Van Dongeren et al., 2007]. While the phase lag between the long bound wave

and the wave energy envelope has been documented several times in the field [e.g.,

Inch et al., 2017, Masselink, 1995], its importance to IG wave growth and dependence

on the incident wave spectra is an active area of research [Bertin et al., 2018].

It is well established that IG waves contribute considerably to nearshore hydrody-

namics [e.g., Elgar et al., 1992, Guedes et al., 2013, Guza and Thornton, 1985, Reniers

et al., 2002, Ruessink, 1998a,b] and constitute a large portion of the total wave en-

ergy in the inner surf zone and swash zone on dissipative beaches [e.g., Fiedler et al.,

2015, Guza and Thornton, 1982, Guza et al., 1984, Holman and Sallenger, 1985,

Raubenheimer and Guza, 1996, Ruessink et al., 1998, Ruggiero et al., 2004]. Since

overwash and inundation are extensions of the inner surf and swash zones [Matias
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Figure 2.1 : Schematic depicting (b) the formation of a bound infragravity (IG)
wave via (a) the merging of two short-wave trains of equal amplitude (water surface
fluctuation, η) but different wavelength (modified from [Wright et al., 1999]).

and Masselink, 2017], IG waves can play a significant role in sediment dynamics and

morphological change on dissipative beaches during storms [Roelvink et al., 2009].

However, the fate of IG waves in the very nearshore during high energy events is

not well documented or understood and is crucial for improving understanding of the

role of IG waves in sediment suspension and flux [Bertin et al., 2018]. Wave mea-

surements collected by Engelstad et al. [2017] on a mild-sloping beach during barrier

island inundation indicate that IG waves can be onshore progressive and bore-like

in shape during shallow flooding. Wave breaking was identified as the dominant

energy dissipation mechanism for IG waves, particularly seaward of the berm crest,

which is consistent with previous laboratory [De Bakker et al., 2015, Nakaza and

Hino, 1991, Van Dongeren et al., 2007] and numerical modeling studies [De Bakker

et al., 2016, Ruju et al., 2012]. Surf zone field studies have shown that IG energy

dissipation due to wave breaking is highly frequency-dependent [De Bakker et al.,

2014, Guedes et al., 2013, Henderson et al., 2006, Inch et al., 2017]. Inch et al. [2017]
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observed that IG waves on a low-gradient (β=0.012 over the intertidal region) beach

displayed a cross-shore quasi-standing wave structure at low frequencies (f<0.017

Hz) and were subsequently reflected from the shoreline. IG wave energy at higher

frequencies (f>0.028 Hz) was nearly completely dissipated (>90%) in shallow water

and showed more of a progressive wave pattern with a linear increase in phase lag in

the shoreward direction. It has yet to be shown if these frequency-dependent trends

in IG wave breaking and reflection persist with the landward extension of the surf

zone during coastal inundation.

The role of IG waves in sediment suspension and cross-shore transport under

high-energy conditions is relatively unstudied [e.g., De Bakker et al., 2016, de Vries

et al., 2008, Engelstad et al., 2018, Russell, 1993] and remains a major limitation in

modeling of nearshore morphodynamics during storms [Bertin et al., 2018]. Based on

measurements of sediment transport in inner surf zones dominated by IG wave energy,

it appears that sand can be both suspended [Beach and Sternberg, 1988, Russell,

1993] and advected by IG waves onshore and offshore [Aagaard and Greenwood,

2008], substantially contributing to cross-shore sediment transport [De Bakker et al.,

2016]. Measurements of high suspended sediment concentrations coincident with

bore-like IG waves were observed by Engelstad et al. [2018] during inundation of a

Dutch barrier island, suggesting that the contribution of IG waves to the total bed

shear stress can be important to the cross-barrier sediment flux. With respect to

washover development, Baumann et al. [2017] used sedimentological field data and

hydrodynamic modeling (Bay of Biscay, France) to show that a single IG wave can

trigger an overwash flow that is represented stratigraphically by one lamina composed

of a quartz sand layer at the base overlain by heavy mineral enriched sand. While

Baumann et al. [2017] showed that the number of storm laminae corresponded well
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to the number of successive IG-wave driven overwash flows modeled during a single

overwash event, there are few investigations that combine in-situ field measurements

of storm hydrodynamics to sedimentological studies of storm deposits [Baldock et al.,

2008, Holland et al., 1991, Matias et al., 2010].

2.2 Sources of wave energy at very-low frequencies

Wave motions at frequencies between the tidal and IG frequency bands have been ob-

served in the surf zone on both bathymetrically alongshore-homogeneous and alongshore-

inhomogeneous beaches alike. The following sections review the generation mecha-

nisms ascribed to observations of VLF wave motions in the surf zone, defined here as

velocity and sea-surface fluctuations that span 0.4<f<3 mHz (∼5 to 42 min).

Figure 2.2 : A sketch depicting the forcing mechanisms behind meteotsunami gener-
ation in the Gulf of Mexico (GOM). The inverse barometer effect corresponding to
a 3 mbar change in atmospheric pressure would create a long wave with a height of
3 cm in deep water (∼140 m). Resonant amplification of the long wave across the
continental shelf (e.g., via Proudman resonance where the wave celerity c matches the
velocity of the atmospheric disturbance U) in conjunction with shallow water pro-
cesses (e.g., shoaling) can amplify the original water level perturbation by 1-2 orders
of magnitude at the shoreline (modified from Monserrat et al. [2006]).
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Velocity fluctuations at VLF have occasionally been observed in the field as waves

propagate across rip-channeled surf zone bathymetries [Johnson and Pattiaratchi,

2004, MacMahan et al., 2004], a phenomenon that is often reproduced in numeri-

cal models [e.g., Bruneau et al., 2011, Geiman and Kirby, 2013, Uchiyama et al.,

2017]. On bathymetrically alongshore-homogeneous beaches, the origin of VLF ve-

locity fluctuations has primarily been linked to two processes: 1) generation due to

shear instability of the alongshore current driven by perturbations in the background

vorticity field [Bowen and Holman, 1989, Oltman-Shay et al., 1989], and 2) forcing

from wave-group induced radiation stresses [Haller et al., 1999, Shemer et al., 1991,

Thiebaut et al., 2012]. Oltman-Shay et al. [1989] observed VLF wave motions in

the surf zone on a gently sloping beach (Duck, North Carolina) in the presence of

a strong alongshore current and used wavenumber-frequency spectra to show that

these motions can be fundamentally distinguished from gravity waves (i.e., edge and

leaky waves). The companion paper of Bowen and Holman [1989] demonstrated the-

oretically these VLF wave motions could be derived from the shear instability of the

alongshore current. Shemer et al. [1991] and Haller et al. [1999] expanded upon this

theory, hypothesizing that wave group-induced radiation stresses could provide the

initial perturbation necessary to slowly modulate the alongshore current. Collectively,

wave motions that are induced by instabilities of the alongshore current are commonly

coined ”shear waves” in scientific literature [e.g., Bowen and Holman, 1989, Dodd and

Thornton, 1990, Dodd et al., 1992, Howd et al., 1991, Oltman-Shay et al., 1989], and

it is well established that they contribute significantly to IG velocity variance in the

surf zone [Lippmann et al., 1999]. Distinguishing characteristics of shear waves in-

clude 1) a strong correlation with the mean alongshore current velocity [Aagaard and

Greenwood, 1995, Howd et al., 1991, Oltman-Shay et al., 1989]; 2) a preferred fre-
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quency characteristic of a single (or few) instabilities [Aagaard and Greenwood, 1995,

Bowen and Holman, 1989, Putrevu and Svendsen, 1992], typically between 1<f<

10 mHz; 3) cross-shore variability in velocity magnitudes [Dodd et al., 1992]; 4) a

strong correlation between shear wave motions and offshore swell characteristics [Per-

tuisot, 2005, Thiebaut et al., 2012]; and 5) a larger representation in velocity than

sea surface elevation signals as shear wave energy is nearly entirely kinetic [Aagaard

and Greenwood, 1995, Bowen and Holman, 1989, Putrevu and Svendsen, 1992]. Re-

cently, Elgar et al. [2019] proposed an alternative hypothesis for generation of surf

zone currents at very-low frequencies whereby energy is transferred through nonlinear

interactions from higher-frequency (small scale) motions to lower-frequencies (larger

scale) motions.

Observations of surface gravity waves at very-low frequencies in shallow water are

typically classified as forced sea-level variations initiated by moving meteorological

disturbances [e.g., Goring, 2009, Goring et al., 2005, Hibiya and Kajiura, 1982, Mon-

serrat et al., 2006]. Sudden changes in atmospheric pressure associated with storms,

squalls, frontal passages, or atmospheric gravity waves can force sea-level fluctuations

ηa due to the inverted barometer effect

ηa = −pa(x, y, t)/ρg (2.1)

where pa is the atmospheric pressure at the ocean surface due to the disturbance as

a function of space (x, y) and time (t) and ρ is the water density [Doodson, 1924]. In

contrast to the inverted barometer effect associated with tropical cyclones, wherein

a decrease in atmospheric pressure occurs over a large ocean region and the corre-

sponding sea-level response (i.e., storm surge) can be large, pressure changes asso-

ciated with moving atmospheric disturbances typically do not exceed several mBar

and the subsequent sea-level change is small (several cm). The steady-state forced
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wave ηf generated by a moving atmospheric disturbance (the combined forcing from

atmospheric pressure and the divergence of wind stress) travelling at a constant speed

U and angle θ is given by

ηf =
ηa

U2 − gh
exp(ik(xcosθ + ysinθ − Ut)) (2.2)

where h is the (constant) water depth and k is the wave number of the atmospheric

disturbance [Lamb, 1993, Proudman, 1953, Vennell, 2010]. Equation 2.2 shows that

the stationary sea-surface fluctuation generated by the inverted barometer effect be-

comes amplified by a moving atmospheric disturbance over a flat ocean bottom. The

maximum energy transfer between the moving atmospheric disturbance and the sea

surface perturbation occurs when the speed of the disturbance approaches the shal-

low water wave celerity c =
√
gh. This amplification of forced ocean waves is known

as Proudman resonance [Proudman, 1929]. Other types of external resonance have

also been shown to significantly amplify atmospherically generated ocean waves ap-

proaching the coast. These include Greenspan resonance [Greenspan, 1956], where

the alongshore velocity component of the atmospheric disturbance matches the phase

speed of an edge-wave mode, and shelf resonance [Monserrat et al., 2006], when the

period of the atmospheric disturbance and forced long wave equal the resonant period

of the shelf region. Further amplification of the forced long waves in shallow water can

produce extreme oscillations known as meteotsunamis due to wave reflection, refrac-

tion, shoaling, diffraction, and internal resonance processes at the entrances of semi-

enclosed coastal basins (i.e., harbours or bays). For example, the catastrophic 4.8 m

meteotsunami that struck Nagasaki Bay (Japan) in 1979 was the result of a 3 cm at-

mospherically generated long wave that was amplified to 45 cm across the East China

Sea due to Proudman and shelf resonance, and then further amplified to 478 cm at

the bay head due to harbour resonance [Hibiya and Kajiura, 1982]. Small-amplitude
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meteotsunamis (O(0.4 m)) were observed along Florida’s Gulf coast during Hurricane

Hermine (2016) and were hypothesized to be generated by resonant amplification of

water level perturbations forced by squalls associated with radially-propagating rain

bands [Olabarrieta et al., 2017]. The schematic in Figure 2.2 summarizes the forma-

tion and potential mechanisms associated with growth of atmospherically generated

long waves in the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) for an atmospheric pressure anomaly and

forced long wave magnitude relevant to this study (Chapter 5).

Tides enter the GOM through straits connecting the basin to the Atlantic Ocean

and Caribbean Sea. Approximately 92% of this tidal energy is encompassed in four

principal diurnal (O1, K1) and semi-diurnal (M2, S2) constituents [DiMarco and Reid,

1998], the latter of which have been shown numerically to be amplified along the Texas

coast due to resonance on the wide continental shelf [Gouillon et al., 2010]. Nonlinear

interactions between the principal (offshore) tidal constituents occur in the nearshore

and are known to produce compound (e.g., M4 and M6 from the M2) and shallow

water (C&S) tidal constituents (e.g., MS4 and MK3) with periods of approximately

3 to 11 hours (0.025<f<0.1 mHz). Although many numerical modeling studies have

analyzed tidal dynamics in the GOM during both quiescent [Gouillon et al., 2010,

Kerr et al., 2013, Passeri et al., 2016, Szpilka et al., 2016] and storm conditions

[Bilskie et al., 2016, Bunya et al., 2010, Dietrich et al., 2011, Hope et al., 2013,

Marsooli and Lin, 2018, Rego and Li, 2010a], to our knowledge, none have mapped

C&S tidal dynamics along the Texas coast. Moreover, none of the aforementioned

studies identified tidal harmonics with periods <3 hours. However, variability in

nearshore bathymetry and shelf geometry can distort and create a multitude of new

C&S tidal harmonics [Lyard et al., 2006] and therefore location-specific tidal profiles

are likely needed to adequately characterize local tidal energy. Interactions between
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storm surge and tidal constituents have been shown to be significant during tropical

cyclones, both increasing and decreasing hurricane-induced water levels [Marsooli and

Lin, 2018]. This, in conjunction with observations of tidal modulation of IG energy in

the surf zone [Thomson et al., 2006], suggests that interactions between tides and IG

waves may be important to nearshore processes during storms and perhaps contribute

to energy at very-low frequencies.

2.3 Morphological impacts to barrier islands during storm

events

The geomorphic impact to a natural sandy barrier island during a storm is typically

characterized by four impact regimes, each associated with successively higher water

levels relative to the dune crest elevation: swash, collision, overwash, and inundation

[Sallenger Jr, 2000, Stockdon et al., 2006]. During the swash regime, sediment is mo-

bilized in the foreshore by swash motions and the resultant morphological changes can

be erosional or accretionary but are typically minor in scale. As water levels increase,

wave runup can exceed the dune toe and begin to erode the dune face resulting in

net transport of sediment offshore (collision regime). Large-scale geomorphic changes

can occur during the overwash and inundation regimes whereby wave overtopping of

the berm or foredune ridge, and thereafter complete inundation of the barrier, leads

to beach and dune erosion and an onshore flux of sediment. The transport of sand

to the back side of barrier islands by overwash or through storm-induced breaching

is particularly important for the long-term stability of narrow barriers as it enables

them to keep pace with sea-level rise [Leatherman, 1979].

The premise that geomorphic impact increases with regime has been challenged
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Figure 2.3 : Sallenger Jr [2000]’s storm impact scaling model wherein the geomorphic
impact to a natural sandy barrier island during a storm is categorized by four regimes
(swash, collision, overwash, and inundation), each based on successively higher water
levels relative to the elevation of the dune crest.

by observations of dune morphologic response [Cohn et al., 2018, 2019, Long et al.,

2014] and net landward transport of sediment [Sherwood et al., 2014] not increasing

monotonically with level of inundation. Cohn et al. [2018] showed using field data

that wave impacts during dune collision are not exclusively erosional but can result

in accretion and lower dune growth on mild-sloping (βbackshore < 0.03) dissipative

beaches. Cohn et al. [2019] later showed using numerical modeling that these periods
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of constructive dune growth occur when the total water level (TWL) is dominated by

IG signals (0.003 < f < 0.03 Hz), particularly when swash only occasionally impacts

the dune. In contrast, when the still-water level (SWL) comprises a larger portion of

the TWL, the dune impacts are net erosional, as is commonly observed for large storm

surges [e.g., van Rijn, 2009]. Sherwood et al. [2014] demonstrated using numerical

modeling, informed by field measurements of hurricane water level gradients, that

the geomorphic response of barrier islands to inundation is particularly sensitive to

the slope of cross-barrier water levels. Bay-to-ocean flow, sometimes coined storm

surge ebb [Hayes, 1967], was observed to produce an offshore-directed sediment flux,

thereby removing sediment from the back-barrier system that may otherwise have

contributed toward island transgression. This phenomenon has been well documented

in numerical models of hurricanes striking elsewhere in the GOM [Anarde et al., 2017,

Rego and Li, 2010b, Sebastian et al., 2014, Sheng et al., 2010] where a combination of

wind setup, coastal geometry, storm track, and hurricane characteristics can elevate

bay water levels over ocean water levels, particularly during the waning period of the

storm. However, studies documenting the geomorphic response of barrier islands to

seaward-directed hydraulic gradients during hurricanes are limited [Goff et al., 2010,

2019, Harter and Figlus, 2017, Passeri et al., 2018a, Sherwood et al., 2014, Tedesco

et al., 1995]. Most recently, a strong outflow event was observed on the left side of

Hurricane Harvey at Port Aransas, and it was suggested that this seaward-directed

flow is what produced large cuts in the linear foredune along San Jose Island [Goff

et al., 2019]. These studies provide new insights into how IG waves and back-barrier

processes contribute to the morphological evolution of barrier islands during storms

and demonstrate that the conventional paradigm for assessment of storm impacts

(i.e., Sallenger Jr [2000]’s storm impact scaling model) may not be generalizeable to
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all coasts.

Storms serve to punctuate the long-term evolution of coastal barriers, and there-

fore understanding how barrier islands evolve both during and after a storm is critical

to managing the long-term stability of these densely populated and asset-rich regions

in a changing climate. After a storm, the combined action of waves and wind work

to rebuild the subaerial portion of a barrier beach, here defined as the region ex-

tending from the elevation of the mean high water to the dune line. The subaerial

beach along the Texas coast is typically characterized by a planar berm extending

seaward from the foredune toe to a steeper beachface, where the boundary between

these two morphologies is known as the berm crest (Figure 3.1a). Upon wave-action

transporting eroded sediment back onshore post-storm, swash processes can then re-

work this sediment onto the subaerial portion of the beach leading to progradation

of the beachface and ultimately rebuilding of the berm [Morton, 1994]. If swash ex-

ceeds the elevation of the berm crest, the berm can aggrade vertically [Dubois, 1988,

Phillips et al., 2019], otherwise aeolian processes act to rebuild eroded morphology

onshore of the berm crest in the backshore and dune environments [Morton, 1994]. In

contrast to the timescale of storm-driven beach and dune erosion which occurs over

several hours to days, beach recovery can span weeks to decades and in some cases,

full recovery to the pre-storm morphological state may never be achieved [Lee et al.,

1998]. The ability of a barrier beach to recover post-storm can also be affected by

the frequency of subsequent storms [Houser and Hamilton, 2009]. Although beach re-

covery studies are plentiful in scientific literature [e.g., Burvingt et al., 2018, Castelle

et al., 2017, Houser et al., 2015, Kobayashi and Jung, 2012, McLean and Shen, 2006,

Morton, 1994, Phillips et al., 2019, Priestas and Fagherazzi, 2010, Zeigler et al., 1959],

most of these investigations are limited in temporal (i.e., scale of months to years) or
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spatial resolution (i.e., beach profile transects) due to the high-cost associated with

geospatial survey equipment necessary to obtain topographic data over large coastal

regions (e.g., airborne LiDAR). The emergence of structure-from-motion (SfM) pho-

togrammetry as a low-cost surveying tool allows for creation of digital elevation maps

(DEMs) that contain high spatial resolution at regular intervals (days to weeks). The

coincident use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for SfM photogrammetry provides

a promising new technological platform for conducting detailed recovery studies of

barrier island systems.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

This chapter describes the field study sites, instrumentation, storm characteristics,

and data analysis methodology employed in this thesis for characterization of storm

hydrodynamics and geomorphic change during Hurricane Harvey. The novel method-

ological contribution of this dissertation research is detailed in Appendix A, which

presents the derivation and testing of a new formulation for evaluating significant

bicoherence using multitaper bispectral estimation.

3.1 Study sites

Matagorda Peninsula and Follets Island (Figure 3.1a) are retrogradational barrier

islands located on the central and upper portion of the Texas coast, respectively

[Morton, 1994]. This region of the GOM is a diurnal, micro-tidal (mean tidal range

<0.5 m), wave-dominated environment with a prevailing longshore current toward

the southwest [Morton et al., 2004]. The geographic position of both Matagorda

Peninsula and Follets Islands is delineated (respectively) to the west by fluvial-deltaic

systems (Colorado and Brazos Rivers), east by tidal inlets (Brown Cedar Cut and

San Luis Pass), north by back-barrier lagoons (East Matagorda and Christmas Bays),

and south by the GOM. A mainland shore separates the two barrier islands from

each-other. Both barriers are long (<35 km), narrow (0.5 to 1.5 km), and low-lying

(on average <∼2 m high), which allows for frequent overwash and breaching during
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Figure 3.1 : a) Overview map showing the field sites and data collection locations,
offshore wave buoy (X), and tide gauge/meteorological stations (squares) in relation
to Hurricane Harvey’s track (solid black line) with relevant storm locations denoted in
hours relative to landfall. b-c) Post-storm cross island profiles measured proximate to
both pressure transducers (PT, circles) at Matagorda Peninsula (b, PT-1: east profile
and PT-2: center profile) and the acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV, hexagon) at
Follets Island (c), denoted with the morphologic zonations relevant to this study. The
dotted lines show the peak total water level (TWL) relative to North American Ver-
tical Datum 1988 (NAVD88) with the mean high water (MHW) plotted for reference.
Additional instrumentation in (a) included a subaerially-mounted atmospheric PT at
Follets Island (triangle).

storms, as evidenced by numerous washover fans and surge channels crossing the

islands. The genesis of barrier islands along this portion of the Texas coast is linked
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to a change in sea level transgression rates from 1.4 mm/yr to about 0.4-0.6 mm/yr

during the late Holocene (after ca. 5000 yr BP) [Anderson et al., 2010, Berrard

et al., 1970, Milliken et al., 2008, Shepard, 1956]. While storms punctuate the long

term evolution of these barrier islands by acting as the primary agents of geomorphic

change [McGowen and Scott, 1975], long-term shoreline changes are driven by rates

of relative sea-level rise (SLR) and a diminishing regional sediment supply [Anderson

et al., 2010, Morton and Pieper, 1976, Morton et al., 1995, Paine et al., 2016]. The

modern shoreline retreat rates at both barriers during historical time is unprecedented

[Anderson et al., 2014, Wilkinson and McGowen, 1977], measuring 1.5 to 3.9 m/yr

at Follets Island [Morton et al., 2004, Wallace and Anderson, 2013, Wallace et al.,

2009] and 0.5 to 4.5 m/yr at Matagorda Peninsula [Morton and Pieper, 1976]. Follets

Island is particularly vulnerable to SLR due to a limited and diminishing sand supply

and will likely transition to a subaqueous shoal in the foreseeable future (∼260 yrs)

[Odezulu et al., 2018]. The timescale of this drowning is likely to be exacerbated

by an increase in the rate of SLR or future barrier narrowing which would make the

island more susceptible to overwash.

The locations selected for instrument deployment straddle episodic surge chan-

nels and historical washover fans. Infilled surge channels (alternatively “barrier is-

land cuts”) represent structural weaknesses for barrier islands as they are preferen-

tially breached during storms, which occurred most recently during Hurricane Ike

in 2008 (Follets Island) and Hurricane Claudette in 2003 (Matagorda Peninsula).

The beaches at both field sites are low gradient (β≈0.017) with several pronounced

bars and troughs composed of very fine to fine sand (d50= 0.13-0.25 mm). A dune

line separates the backshore from the back-barrier environments at both Matagorda

Peninsula (Figure 3.1b) and Follets Island (Figure 3.1c).
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3.2 Hurricane Harvey

Hurricane Harvey made landfall as a Category 4 hurricane on August 26, 2017 at

approximately 03:00 UTC along the central Texas coast near Rockport, Texas (Figure

3.1a). The estimated maximum sustained winds exceeded 60 m/s at landfall with a

minimum central pressure of 937 mb [Blake and Zelinsky, 2018, NOAA, 2018b]. As

the storm moved inland, the forward motion of the hurricane was greatly reduced

and eventually the storm stalled, producing record-setting rainfall over the next four

days across southeast Texas [NOAA, 2018a]. This extremely rare precipitation event

produced 3-day rainfall totals reaching 1040 mm3dy−1 in some locations, and the

analysis of van Oldenborgh et al. [2017] suggests a storm (precipitation) return period

between 1000 and 9000 years for most of southeast Texas. The catastrophic flooding

that followed resulted in the declaration of forty-one counties as disaster areas [FEMA,

2018]. The storm center moved back offshore on August 28, approximately 60 hours

after making landfall, and eventually turned northeast making a second landfall in

southwest Louisiana on August 30. To date, Hurricane Harvey is the second costliest

storm in U.S. history with damage estimates exceeding $125 billion [NOAA, 2018a].

Coastal flooding extended far east of hurricane landfall, reaching 0.6 to 1.2 m

above ground level through the upper Texas coast [Blake and Zelinsky, 2018]. The

closest offshore wave measurements to the study locations were recorded at National

Data Buoy Center (NDBC) Station 42109 [NDBC, 2018], located 125 km southwest

of Follets Island in 82 m water depth (Figure 3.1a). This buoy, which was positioned

between Follets Island and Hurricane Harvey’s storm track for the duration of the

study period, recorded a maximum significant wave height of 7 m six hours prior to

landfall with a dominant period of 8.6 s (Figure 4.1a).
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3.3 Measurement of storm hydrodynamics

3.3.1 Instrumentation

In advance of hurricane landfall, instrument pods were deployed on either side of both

barrier islands in order to characterize hydrodynamic conditions during storm impact.

Each instrument pod contained an autonomously recording temperature-compensated

pressure transducer (PT) to record water level fluctuations and a prototype tilt-

current meter (TCM, Lowell Instruments LLC) designed to measure shallow water

current and low frequency wave velocities during storms [Anarde and Figlus, 2017].

The PT was housed within, and the TCM atop, a shallow monitoring well (Figure

3.2). Following the methodology of Sherwood et al. [2014], each instrument pod was

installed by digging a shallow hole and using a centrifugal self-priming pump to jet a

1.5 m-long schedule-80 slotted PVC monitoring well to a depth of 1.3 to 1.4 m (via a

small hole in the conical well bottom) such that the well cap was elevated above the

bed. The PTs were fixed to an aluminum rod approximately 20 cm below the top of

the well cap and the TCMs were tethered atop the well cap via a 10 cm nylon rope.

At Matagorda Peninsula, the PTs were positioned ∼500 m apart in the backshore

(PT-1) and back barrier (PT-2, Figure 3.1b). The Follets Island location included an

acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) with a co-located PT deployed in the inner surf

zone (Figure 3.1c) and two PTs installed ∼900 m apart on either side of the barrier,

however only the back-barrier PT was recovered post-storm (PT-3). The ADV was

deployed seaward of the first sandbar with the measurement volume located 34 cm

above the bed. All instruments recorded continuously at 16 Hz (backshore PTs and

ADV) or 2 Hz (back-barrier PTs) enabling measurement of wave fields on either side

of both barriers. A bucket test prior to and after instrument deployment showed that
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.2 : Instrumentation deployed prior to Hurricane Harvey including (a) shal-
low monitoring wells containing an interior mounted pressure transducer (PT) and
exterior mounted tilt current meter (TCM), (b) a GoPro® time-lapse system, and
(c) an acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) shown mounted in the inner surf zone
(post-storm).

measurements agreed within 0.005 dbar (5 mm). Instrument elevations were surveyed

using a real-time kinematic global positioning system (RTK-GPS) with a horizontal
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accuracy of 0.005 m and vertical accuracy of 0.01 m. Post-storm measurements of

instrument elevations showed that the ADV stayed in place and the instrument pods

showed <7 cm of vertical movement throughout the storm. The TCMs were only

fully submerged for a small period of time (e.g., <30 min at PT-1) and are therefore

not discussed herein.

Additional instrumentation at the Follets Island location included a GoPro® time-

lapse imaging system and collocated PT for measurement of atmospheric pressure at

30 sec intervals. The time-lapse camera and PT were mounted approximately 6 m

above the ground surface to a telephone pole facing offshore. At the Matagorda

Peninsula site, atmospheric pressure time series (recorded at 6 minute intervals) were

retrieved from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) me-

teorological station in Matagorda City, TX, located approximately 10 km northeast

of the site [NOAA, 2017b].

3.3.2 Data processing

The results presented in this thesis are generated using ∼9 min, ∼34 min, ∼68 min,

and ∼137 min continuous time series of instantaneous total water depth h+η, where

h is the mean water depth and η is the free-surface fluctuation around h. Data

records were de-tided and checked for stationarity through evaluation of bulk statistics

(e.g., variance, peak spectral frequency). Short records (∼9 min) were only used for

bispectral analysis (elaborated upon below), over which many segments are ensemble

averaged. Long records (∼137 min) were only used in spectral analysis of VLF wave

motions for data collected in the surf zone (Chapter 5), over which the selected data

records are considered quasi-stationary. Pressure measurements were corrected for

local variations in atmospheric pressure and then transformed to h+η using linear
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finite-depth theory.

In the surf zone, the shoreward (η+) and seaward (η−) propagating IG wave signals

were constructed using co-located time series of η and cross-shore velocity u [Guza

et al., 1984]. Potentially inaccurate individual ADV velocity estimates were identified

from low along-beam signal-to-noise ratios (<15 dB) and correlations (<62%) [Elgar

et al., 2005]. Outliers identified in the ADV time series were replaced with interpolated

values using a cubic Hermite spline. Shoreward- and seaward-directed energy flux

densities F±(f) were estimated using the frequency-domain method of Sheremet et al.

[2002] and integrated over different frequency bands of interest to calculate bulk

reflection coefficients, R2:

F± =

∫ f2

f1

F±(f)df, R2 = F−/F+ . (3.1)

Wave power spectra were generated using high resolution multitaper spectral esti-

mation [Rahim et al., 2014, Thomson, 1982], elaborated upon below, with correction

for depth attenuation of the pressure signal using linear finite-depth and poro-elastic

theory [Raubenheimer et al., 1998]. It is assumed that burial, which only occurred

at PT-1 (45 cm), was linear throughout the storm.

Wave statistics were calculated directly from wave power spectra using ∼34 min

(backshore and back-barrier PTs) and ∼68 min (surf zone PT) windows of η for

time records where hydrodynamic statistics were stationary and when the PTs were

submerged in at least 0.05 m total water depth. IG (0.003<f<0.04 Hz) and sea-swell

(0.04<f<0.25 Hz) wave heights were calculated as four times the standard deviation

of η using frequency domain techniques. The upward limit of the sea-swell frequency

band was set to 0.25 Hz due to attenuation of the pressure signal beyond this frequency

at PT-1 from sediment burial. Where utilized, the cutoff between sea and swell was

set at f=0.14 Hz, consistent with previous studies [e.g., Elgar et al., 1992, Ruessink,
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1998b].

3.3.3 Spectral estimation

Here we employ the Thomson [1982] multitaper method of spectral estimation which

computes the power spectrum as a weighted sum of many Slepian-tapered peri-

odograms. The multitaper method offers excellent spectral-leakage suppression for

spectra with a large dynamic range [Bronez, 1992], as is sometimes encountered in this

study. In the multitaper algorithm [Rahim et al., 2014], K Slepian tapers are com-

puted for a fixed time-bandwidth NW , which gives the number of frequency bins over

which the single tapered periodograms are averaged (here, using adaptive weighting).

In this study, choices for NW andK (K = NW−1) were selected by graphically eval-

uating both the power spectrum in terms of over- or under-smoothing (i.e., frequency

resolution) as well as the Thomson F-test, which can be used to locate significant

harmonic components in a data record [Thomson, 1982]. The degrees of freedom

(dof, which is about 2K), frequency resolution 2W (the passband bandwidth), and

theoretical 95% confidence intervals (estimated from the dof) are reported herein for

all multitaper power spectral estimates.

Whereas the power spectrum is a frequency domain decomposition of the power

in a signal, the bispectrum is the decomposition of a processes’ third moments, which

are the skewness (the sum of the real part of the bispectrum) and the asymmetry

(the sum of the imaginary part of the bispectrum), and can therefore be used to

identify phase coupling between frequency components in a wave triad [Elgar and

Guza, 1985]. The bispectrum is formally defined as the Fourier transform of the

third-order correlation function of a stationary random process [Hasselmann, 1963]
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and is approximated for N discrete samples using the biperiodogram

B̂per(f1, f2) =
1

N
A(f1)A(f2)A(f1 + f2)

∗ , (3.2)

where A(f) are the complex Fourier coefficients and ∗ denotes the complex conju-

gate. In practice, ensemble averaging of many biperiodograms is needed to reduce

variance and increase the statistical stability of bispectral estimates [Haubrich, 1965,

Kim and Powers, 1979]. Therefore, the total length of the time series used for bis-

pectral analysis must allow for sufficient segmentation to achieve statistical stability

while maintaining stationarity and the desired frequency resolution. The multitaper

bispectral estimator (MBE), given by [Thomson, 1989] as

B̂mt(f1, f2) =
1

U3

K−1∑
j,k,l=0

B̂(j,k,l)(f1, f2) P (j, k, l) , (3.3)

involves expectation operations without segmentation as B̂mt(f1, f2) is calculated as

the weighted sum of all combinations of the Slepian-tapered biperiodograms B̂(f1, f2).

Thus, when using the MBE, less segmentation of the data record is needed for en-

semble averaging to ensure statistical stability of the bispectral estimate. This makes

the segment-averaged MBE particularly useful for identifying significant nonlinear

interactions in short (stationary) time records (i.e., <2 hours, as in this study). The

remaining terms in Equation 3.3 include P (j, k, l), a three-dimensional weighting

function composed of the Slepian tapers, and a normalization constant U3, which en-

sures an unbiased estimator. Properties of the bispectrum are detailed in the analysis

herein, but for a complete theoretical description see Appendix A (or Collis et al.

[1998], Elgar and Guza [1985], Kim and Powers [1979]).

The MBE algorithm developed for use in this study incorporates multitaper inputs

(e.g., eigencoefficients and Slepian sequences) computed with the package multitaper
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in R [Rahim et al., 2014]. Calculation of multitaper bispectra is computationally

expensive so the MBE algorithm was parallelized to enable multi-core (single node)

computations. All computations were performed using supercomputers at the Texas

Advanced Computing Center at the University of Texas, Austin. Zero-padding to

twice the next power of two was additionally used to refine the frequency spacing of

all bispectra presented herein.

The bispectrum is often recast into its normalized magnitude and phase, namely

the bicoherence b̂(f1, f2) and biphase, which give an indication of the degree of phase

coupling and phase relationship (respectively) within the (f1, f2, f1+f2) triad. Non-

linear interactions are associated with non-zero values of bicoherence, and because

even a truly Gaussian process will have a non-zero bispectral estimate, confidence

levels on zero bicoherence are needed to detect significant nonlinear interactions.

Haubrich [1965] demonstrated that the estimated squared-bicoherence b̂2(f1, f2) for a

Gaussian process, where true b2(f1, f2) = 0, is approximately chi-square distributed

in the limit of large dof and thus significance levels can be calculated as a function

of dof. Here we propose that the 95% significance level for zero squared-bicoherence

using the multitaper technique is 1/(NW )2m for K = 2NW and m segments. This is

simply the 6/dof demonstrated by Haubrich [1965] for the segment-averaged biperi-

odogram (where dof = 2m) scaled by K/3(NW )2 (where dof = 2Km). This new

formulation encapsulates the enhanced dof and smoothing effect of the MBE that

stems from the averaging of K tapered biperiodograms. The mathematical basis of

this formulation is outlined and tested in Appendix A. In this study, K<2NW and

we therefore use the proposed formulation recast as 1/(K/2)2m, which as detailed

in Appendix A, provides a conservative approximation of zero-level bicoherence. All

bispectral (biphase) estimates reported herein are set to zero (NaN) below the 95%
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significance level for zero bicoherence (the square-root of the proposed formulation),

which for the multitaper parameters used in this study results in significant values of

zero-level bicoherence below b̂ = 0.14.

3.4 Measurement of sediment transport and geomorphic change

3.4.1 Instrumentation

To assess the sediment response to hydrodynamic forcing during the storm, simulta-

neous measurements of velocity and suspended sediment concentration were obtained

from two optical backscatter sensors (OBSs) co-located with the ADV in the surf

zone. The OBS probes sampled at 16 Hz and were mounted to the ADV goalpost

frame at 35 cm (concurrent with the measurement volume of the ADV) and 63 cm

above the pre-storm bed. Sensors were deployed significantly above the bed so to

avoid burial due to sand-bar migration during the storm. However, post-storm re-

connaissance revealed that the total bed level change at the ADV was small (7 cm),

and therefore we assume that the observations of sand transport reported herein are

all representative of concentrations outside the bottom boundary layer.

In order to link measurements of storm hydrodynamics with the morphological

evolution and recovery of both field sites, UAVs were utilized in combination with

stereo photogrammetric SfM algorithms to generate DEMs in the weeks and months

following Hurricane Harvey. The morphological impacts of Hurricane Harvey were

minor at Follets Island and are therefore not discussed herein. A DJI Matrice 600

Pro and DJI Phantom 4 Pro were used to capture multispectral imagery in discrete

narrow bands for the visible and/or near infared spectrum at five intervals (+1 week,

+2 weeks, +6 weeks, +4 months, +8 months) over the study period. Images were
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collected at altitudes of 30 to 60 m with an overlap of 60-70% along each flight

line. UAV-SfM DEMs were supplemented with subaerial and wading-depth RTK-

GPS beach profile transects, which also served as check points for the horizontal and

vertical accuracy of each UAV-SfM derived DEM. Immediate post-storm geomor-

phic impacts were assessed through comparison of UAV-SfM DEMs and pre-storm

(September 2016) LiDAR collected as part of the United States Army Corps of En-

gineers (USACE) National Coastal Mapping Program and made available through

NOAA’s Coastal Imagery Viewer [NOAA, 2019].

Observations of the internal architecture and sedimentology of storm deposits

were extracted from push- and vibra-sediment cores (13) and digging of trenches (2).

Sediment cores were split longitudinally, photographed, and X-radiographed at The

Laboratory of Oceanographic and Environmental Research, Texas A&M University-

Galveston. Grain size analysis was performed on sediment samples collected at 1 to 5

cm intervals from each sediment core using a Laser Diffraction MalvernTM Granulome-

ter MASTERSIZER. Sediment trenches were oriented both parallel and perpendicu-

lar to the flow direction and extended vertically just beyond the measured pre-storm

bed location (30-50 cm), as identified from RTK-GPS measurements collected during

installation of the instrument pods prior to Hurricane Harvey.

3.4.2 Data processing

Calibration of each OBS probe was performed separately using a blackout bucket

(12 L) equipped with a high-speed propeller to circulate sediment. Two calibrations

were completed using sediment obtained from the ADV location both before and

after the storm. Known concentrations of sediment were added to the bucket at 2

minute intervals, over which time the sensor output was averaged. A second-order
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polynomial was fit to the averaged calibration data for sand concentrations between

0 and 38 kg/m3 (correlation coefficient squared r2>0.96). After application of the

calibration curves, time series of the suspended sediment concentration c at each

elevation h were used to calculate the suspended load C

C =
hs∑

h=35cm

c(h)δ(h) (3.4)

where δ(h) is the distance between the two probes and hs is the elevation of the

upper probe. By incorporating the suspended sediment concentration at both probe

elevations, the suspended load provides a less noisy measure of sediment concentration

compared to measurement at a single point.

3.4.3 Structure-from-motion photogrammetry

Figure 3.3 summarizes the procedures involved in production of the high resolution

UAV-SfM DEMs discussed in this thesis. Image alignment and point cloud processing

was executed using the software Agisoft Photoscan version 1.3.4. Optimization of the

SfM sparse point cloud was conducted by removing tie points with high reprojection

errors (weak geometry) and by adjusting the camera alignment [as in e.g., Sherwood

et al., 2018, Warrick et al., 2016]. Ground control points (24-34) were evenly placed

throughout the study domain and surveyed using a RTK-GPS for georeference of

SfM point clouds. The georeferenced SfM dense point clouds were constructed in

Photoscan using the high-density setting and aggressive depth-filtering algorithm re-

sulting in more than 500 million data points. Derivative products, including DEMs

and orthomosaics, were exported at 0.02 m resolution. Two UAV platforms (DJI

Matrice 600 Pro and DJI Phantom 4 Pro) were used to capture aerial imagery in this

study, resulting in variable vertical and horizontal accuracy (root-mean-square error,
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Figure 3.3 : Flow diagram highlighting the procedures used in this thesis to pro-
duce high resolution digital elevation maps (DEMs) from imagery collected using
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and structure-from-motion (SfM) photogrammetry.

RMSE) for each UAV SfM DEM. On average, the RMSE of UAV SfM DEMs using

the DJI Phantom 4 Pro platform (flown at 30 m altitude) was 1.2 cm in the vertical

and 3.6 cm in the horizontal. The DJI Matrice 600 Pro (flown at 60 m altitude) was

only utilized immediately following the storm (+1 week) and was equipped with a

lower-resolution camera that resulted in a RMSE of 12 cm in the vertical and 11 cm

in the horizontal.
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3.5 Summary

This chapter presented the field deployment of instrumentation used to measure water

levels, currents, and sediment transport during Hurricane Harvey. Scientific reasoning

behind selection of the two field sites for this research and their geographic position

relative to Hurricane Harvey’s track is provided. Lastly, this chapter details the data

analysis methodology employed in the following chapters of this thesis to characterize

storm hydrodynamics and infer geomorphic change and beach recovery.
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Chapter 4

Transformation of infragravity waves during
hurricane attack

As discussed in Chapter 2, field observations of wave, current, and sediment dynamics

during extreme storms are rare and overestimation of storm processes in morphody-

namic models highlight a need for high-resolution field data during storm impact.

Furthermore, the fate of IG waves in the very nearshore during high energy events is

not well documented or understood and is crucial toward improving understanding

of the role of IG waves in sediment suspension and flux. This chapter details statisti-

cal analysis of continuously sampled pressure and current observations on both sides

of two barrier islands along the Texas coast during Hurricane Harvey (2017). Time

series, power spectra, and bispectral analysis are used to assess temporal and spatial

variability of IG wave characteristics in the surf zone during dune collision as well

during overwash conditions. This chapter also highlights observations of VLF fluctu-

ations (∼0.4-3 mHz) in water level in the nearshore and back-barrier environments

during the storm, however its origin is not discussed.

4.1 Hydrodynamic conditions

Time series of hydrodynamic conditions and relevant statistics measured during Hur-

ricane Harvey are shown in Figure 4.1 and summarized in Table 4.1. The ADV (with

co-located PT) deployed at Follets Island successfully recorded the wave field in the

surf zone over a period of four days. The peak TWL at this location reached 2 m
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Figure 4.1 : Hydrodynamic conditions measured during Hurricane Harvey a) offshore
(82 m water depth, [NDBC, 2018]), b-d) in the surf zone (ADV) and back barrier
(PT-3, d only) at Follets Island, and e) in the backshore (PT-1) and back barrier
(PT-2) at Matagorda Peninsula. Statistics include a) deep-water significant wave
height H0 and period T0; b) sea-swell significant wave height HSS and incoming IG
significant wave height HIG+; c) (estimated) mean water depth h and storm surge ζ;
and the instantaneous TWL at d) Follets Island and e) Matagorda Peninsula. The
dashed line in (a) denotes the frequency cutoff separating sea and swell energy.
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NAVD88 (-3 hrs), which is just shy of the average dune elevation of 2.5 m NAVD88

(dotted line, Figure 3.1c) suggesting that the primary storm impact regime was dune

collision. The incoming IG wave height HIG+ (and total IG wave height HIG) peaked

several hours earlier (-9 hrs, Figure 4.1b) when Hurricane Harvey converged on the

continental shelf margin, which also roughly coincided with the peak wave period (9

sec, -11 hrs) measured at the offshore (deep water) wave buoy (Figure 4.1a). Incoming

IG wave heights were only slightly larger than outgoing IG wave heights HIG− (Table

4.1), indicative of minimal energy dissipation across all IG frequencies. Significant

wave heights over the sea-swell frequency band HSS reached 1 m during the peak

storm surge (-5 hrs, ζ=0.89 m). Storm surge ζ is the difference between h and the

predicted astronomical tide and is therefore not referenced to a vertical datum. In

this study, ζ was only calculated in the surf zone (Figure 4.1c) as the bed level at this

location was relatively constant, allowing for robust estimation of h.

Back-barrier water levels at Follets Island (Figure 4.1d) peaked just prior to land-

fall (1.2 m NAVD88, -1 hrs) and then again on August 29 (not shown) when the

storm traveled past the site toward Louisiana (1.3 m NAVD88, +84 hrs). IG wave

signals were not identified in the water level time series at this location (PT-3). Based

on post-storm site reconnaissance, overwash was limited to low-lying portions of the

barrier island 7.4 km northeast of the site, proximate to a tidal inlet. Thus it appears

that the primary bay-to-ocean hydraulic connection at this field site was through

the tidal inlet located 8.4 km to the northeast. As elaborated in Section 4.1.2, VLF

variability in water level (∼0.4-3 mHz) was observed episodically in the back barrier

at several periods during the storm.

At Matagorda Peninsula, the backshore first became inundated 19 hours before

the storm made landfall, shown in Figure 4.1e by an increase in TWL at PT-1 above
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Table 4.1 : Hydrodynamics statistics derived from PT measurements collected in the
backshore (PT-1), back-barrier (PT-2, PT-3), and surf zone (PT incorporated with
ADV) environments during the study period.

h+η [m] ζ [m] HSS [m] HIG(+/−) [m]

max max max mean max mean

PT-1 0.77 – <0.03 – O(0.20) 0.05

PT-2 0.91 – <0.03 – 0.05 0.01

PT-3 0.79 – <0.03 – <0.03 –

ADV 2.78 0.89 1.04 0.63 0.55 (0.38/0.33) 0.25 (0.19/0.16)

h+η = instantaneous total water depth, ζ = storm surge

HSS = sea-swell wave height

HIG(+/−) = total (incoming/outgoing) IG wave height

the pre-storm dry bed level of 0.93 m NAVD88. For the 28 hours that followed (-19

to +9 hrs), IG waves were the dominant wave signal in the backshore (e.g., Figure

4.2a,b). The maximum total water depth at PT-1 measured 0.77 m (1.7 m NAVD88,

dotted line, Figure 3.1b) 3.5 hours prior to landfall, which is in good agreement with

the elevation of the wrack line of debris through the barrier island cut. While water

levels remained elevated in the backshore until +20 hrs, time series of the TWL at

PT-1 between +9 and +20 hrs were devoid of wave signatures and the post-storm

dry bed elevation revealed that approximately 45 cm of sediment accreted vertically

atop the instrument over the course of the storm. Thus, periods of elevated TWLs at

PT-1 after +9 hrs are interpreted as perturbations of the groundwater table, which

subsequently returned to the pre-storm level (TWL < 0.93 m NAVD88) 90 hours after

landfall. Consistent with the observations of Nielsen [1990, 1999] and Sherwood et al.
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[2014], the water table was elevated far above the low-tide level (-0.18 m NAVD88)

and appeared to lag the predicted astronomical tides.

In the back barrier at Matagorda Peninsula (PT-2), water levels peaked when

the fetch was maximum (shore-parallel) in the back-barrier bay (-6 hrs) and then

again when Hurricane Harvey traveled past the site on its return to the GOM (1.2

m NAVD88, +67 hrs). IG energy was only observed in the back-barrier time record

for a period of 5 hours (-5 to 0 hrs), during which backshore water levels exceeded

the measured post-storm bed elevation at the berm crest (x = 175 m in Figure 3.1b)

by more than 0.15 m. Whilst the TWL was clearly elevated in the backshore (PT-1)

above the berm crest elevation until +9 hrs (Figure 4.1e), it cannot be established

from water level time series in the back barrier (PT-2) if a cross-barrier hydraulic

connection existed between 0 and +9 hrs. Sea-swell energy was nil (<0.03 m) at both

PT locations on Matagorda Peninsula throughout the study period.

4.1.1 IG energy loss during overwash

The temporal and spatial evolution of IG waveforms at Matagorda Peninsula is shown

in Figure 4.2 for a one hour record of total water depth in the backshore (PT-1) during

shallow flooding (a, -16 to -15 hrs) and ∼2 hour records at the peak water level (-

4.7 to -2.4 hrs) in the backshore (b) and back barrier (c, PT-2). During shallow

flooding (h+η < 0.3 m), IG waves were small in amplitude (on average < 5 cm) and

bore-like in shape, resembling a series of hydraulic jumps. Here, the water depth in

which IG bores propagate was largely modulated by VLF (∼20-30 min) variations

in water level (black lines). IG wave frequency increased as the storm progressed,

which is illustrated for the ∼2 hour window encompassing the peak water level in the

backshore (Figure 4.2b). The largest IG wave heights were observed during this time
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Figure 4.2 : Instantaneous total water depth h+η recorded over a) one hour in the
backshore (PT-1) at Matagorda Peninsula during shallow flooding (-16 to -15 hrs),
and over ∼ 2 hrs at the peak water level (-4.7 to -2.4 hrs) in the b) backshore and
c) back barrier. Time series are low-pass filtered to highlight VLF (∼0.4-3 mHz)
variations in total water depth (black). Note the different vertical scales for h+η in
a-c. (d-e) Wave power spectra Sηη for the ∼34 min records highlighted in (b-d). The
time-bandwidth NW of the multitaper spectral estimates is 5 with 9 Slepian tapers,
yielding a resolution bandwidth 2W of 0.0049 Hz and about 18 degrees of freedom
(dof) per frequency.
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(O(20 cm)), superimposed on the VLF increase in water depth between 60 and 80

min.

Comparison of water level time series and wave power spectra Sηη for two∼34 min

time periods immediately before (Figure 4.2d) and after (Figure 4.2e) the peak water

level show that the energy content of IG waves was largely modified across the barrier-

island cut during overwash, as evidenced by an average 85% decrease in variance over

the IG frequency band for the two time records shown. These (quasi-stationary)

records were selected so to avoid spectral leakage from lower frequencies stemming

from the VLF fluctuations in water level. The time-bandwidth of the multitaper

spectral estimates is 5 with 9 Slepian tapers, yielding a frequency resolution of 0.0049

Hz and about 18 dof per frequency. Time series were additionally prewhitened prior

to spectral estimation by applying a finite-impulse-response filter in the time domain.

In a multitaper F-test, spectral peaks are significant to the 0.99 level at f = 0.01

Hz and f = 0.022 Hz in Figure 4.2d (both PT-1 and PT-2) and to the 0.90 level at

f = 0.005 Hz (PT-1 only) and f = 0.013 Hz in Figure 4.2e. For both time records, the

reduction in variance was largest for the lowest frequency IG waves (>94%), below

approximately f=0.01 Hz. The frequency content of IG waves also varied spatially

during overwash, as illustrated for the ∼34 min record after landfall in Figure 4.2e.

While the lowest frequency IG waves were observed to be energetic in the backshore

for this record, the back-barrier instrument was devoid of statistically significant

spectral (IG) energy below f=0.01 Hz.

4.1.2 VLF variability in water level

VLF variability in water level was also observed episodically throughout the storm

farther up the coast at the Follets Island field site, as illustrated in Figure 4.3 for
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Figure 4.3 : Time series of the free surface elevation η measured in the a) surf zone and
b) back barrier at Follets Island just prior to storm landfall. Time series are bandpass
filtered with a low-frequency cutoff of 0.1 mHz (2.8 hours) and high-frequency cutoff
of 3 mHz (5.6 min) to isolate VLF variability of the free surface elevation ηvlf .

4 hr and 2 hr records of the free surface elevation in the surf zone (a) and back

barrier (b) proximate to hurricane landfall. Time series are bandpass filtered with a

low-frequency cutoff of 0.1 mHz (2.8 hours) and high-frequency cutoff of 3 mHz (5.6

min) to isolate VLF variability of the free surface elevation ηvlf from higher (i.e., IG

and sea-swell waves) and lower-frequency (i.e., storm surge and tides) signals. VLF

fluctuations of the free surface exceeded ∼0.4 m in height in the surf zone at several

periods during the storm (Figure 4.4a). However, inspection of the wave envelope for

the IG wave signal (calculated via the Hilbert transform for bandpass filtered time

series of η) during these periods revealed that amplitude modulation of IG waves at

very-low frequencies was small (on average <2 cm) at this surf zone location (not

shown).

It is beyond the scope of this present study to identify the origin of this VLF

variability in water level (see Chapter 5). For the remainder of the analysis in this

chapter, power spectra and bispectra are obtained on ∼68 min windows of η+ from
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Figure 4.4 : a) The VLF free surface elevation ηvlf and b) spectrogram of wave
power spectra Sηη+ for ∼68 min records of the high-passed free surface elevation
η+ (incoming only) as measured in the surf zone at Follets Island (plotted for the
IG frequency band only). Multitaper spectral estimates are computed with a time-
bandwidth of 8 and 15 Slepian tapers, yielding a resolution bandwidth 2W of 0.0039
Hz and about 30 dof per frequency.

the surf zone that are high pass filtered with a twice-passed three-pole Butterworth

filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.002 Hz to avoid spectral leakage from VLF signals.

4.1.3 Nonlinear energy transfer in the surf zone

Figure 4.4b shows wave power spectra for ∼68 min continuous windows of the high-

passed free surface elevation η+ (incoming only) as measured in the surf zone at

Follets Island (plotted for the IG frequency band only). The multitaper spectral

estimates for each ∼68 min segment are computed with a time-bandwidth of 8 and

15 Slepian tapers, yielding a resolution bandwidth 2W of 0.0039 Hz and about 30 dof

per frequency. At the beginning of the study period (-23 to -18 hrs), IG waves are
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weakly energetic and energy is concentrated in the middle of the IG frequency band

(0.01<f<0.027 Hz). As the storm approaches landfall (-18 to +15 hrs), IG waves

become more energetic, particularly at the lowest IG frequencies (0.003<f<0.01 Hz).

This increase in low-frequency IG energy proximate to landfall is concomitant with an

increase in offshore (deep water) wave height H0 and the bulk of offshore short-wave

forcing in the swell band, as indicated by offshore periods T0 > ∼ 7 sec (Figure 4.1a)

and a narrow spectrum (not shown). Linear regression analysis provides evidence

of a positive correlation between HIG+ and H0 with a coefficient of determination

of r2=0.85 for the total IG band and r2=0.76 for the lowest frequency IG waves.

Offshore wave height and Inch et al. [2017]’s parameter H2
0Tp, which is proportional

to the deep water linear energy flux, were found to be the best predictors for a range

of (deep water) offshore forcing variables including offshore wave period T0; peak

period Tp; swell wave height Hswell; sea wave height Hsea; and Stockdon et al. [2006]’s

parameter (H0L0)
1/2, which incorporates deep-water wavelength L0. Note that the

F-test was significant to at least the 0.90 level at IG frequencies for all adjoining ∼68

min records shown in Figure 4.4, and to the 0.99 level during high energy conditions

proximate to landfall (-20 to +22 hrs).

Inspection of single realizations of Sηη+ representative of wave fields during

weakly energetic conditions (-19 hrs, Figure 4.5a) and during high energy conditions

(-8 hrs, Figure 4.5b) revealed three dominant IG frequency modes that span charac-

teristic bands: a low f mode (0.003<f<0.01 Hz), middle f mode (0.01<f<0.027 Hz),

and high f mode (0.027<f<0.04 Hz). Bispectral analysis is used to examine the role

of nonlinear energy transfer in differential patterns of IG energy partitioning and wave

growth for each frequency mode during the study period. The imaginary component

of the bispectrum im{B̂(f1, f2)} provides insight on energy exchange within wave tri-
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Figure 4.5 : Spectral representations of the high-passed free surface elevation η+

(incoming only) as measured in the surf zone (Follets Island) for two ∼68 min (a-
b) data records, and ∼9 min (c-f) sub-records, representative of wave fields when
IG energy was concentrated at middle frequencies (0.01<f<0.027 Hz) during weakly
energetic conditions (a,c,e: -19 hrs) and at low frequencies (0.003<f<0.01 Hz) during
high energy conditions (b,d,f: -8 hrs) including: (a-b) single realizations of incoming
wave power spectra Sηη+ (NW=8, K=15, see Figure 4.4b), (c-d) the imaginary
component of the bispectrum B̂(f1, f2), and (e-f) the biphase β(f1, f2). Multitaper
bispectral estimates were computed using 8 ∼9 min sub-records, a time-bandwidth of
3, and 5 Slepian tapers yielding a resolution bandwidth 2W of 0.0117 Hz and about 80
dof per frequency. The solid lines correspond to the frequency cutoff between IG and
swell energy whereas dashed lines delineate the low, middle, and high IG frequency
modes. Bispectral and biphase estimates are set to zero below b̂ = 0.14.
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ads (f1, f2, f3). Color is used as a proxy for the magnitude and direction of energy

transfers. Here, we adopt the same representation of im{B̂(f1, f2)} as Herbers et al.

[2000] and De Bakker et al. [2015]. Positive (red) values of im{B̂(f1, f2)} indicate a

transfer of energy from f1 and f2 to the wave component with sum frequency f3. Con-

versely, negative (blue) values represent a transfer of energy from the sum frequency

f3 to f1 and f2, which results in growth of the lower frequency wave components. The

multitaper bispectral estimates depicted in Figure 4.5c-d were generated using 8 ∼9

min segments of η+ (sub-divided from the high-passed ∼68 min windows of η+) using

a time-bandwidth of 3, and 5 Slepian tapers yielding a resolution bandwidth 2W of

0.0117 Hz and about 80 dof per frequency. This smaller window size was needed to in-

crease the number of realizations for ensemble averaging and thereby reduce variance

in the bispectral estimate. The averaged bispectral estimates are set to zero below

the 95% confidence bound for zero bicoherence, which for the multitaper parameters

used here results in a threshold of 0.14. Solid lines correspond to the frequency cutoff

between IG and swell energy whereas the dashed lines delineate the high frequency

cutoff for the lower and middle f modes (only shown on one frequency axis for clar-

ity). Due to the symmetry of the bispectrum, only the triangular region defined by

0≤f1≤f2 is presented. Nonlinear interactions beyond f=0.16 Hz were negligible and

are therefore not shown. Note that the adjoining ∼9 min windows selected for bispec-

tral analysis were deemed sufficiently stationary such that ensemble averaging does

not affect the frequency resolution of the multitaper bispectral estimates.

The bispectra of wave fields during both time periods are dominated by nonlinear

interactions involving short waves (Figure 4.5c-d). The positive (orange-red) interac-

tion at B̂(0.10, 0.10) in both Figure 4.5c and d depicts energy transfer from the swell

spectral peak (f1=0.10 Hz) to higher harmonics. Conversely, energy transfer from
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swell to lower-frequency wave components is denoted by the negative (blue) diagonal

band spanning B̂(0.04, 0.04) to B̂(0.08, 0.02) in Figure 4.5c and the negative interac-

tion at B̂(0.07, 0.008) in Figure 4.5d. Nonlinear interactions involving sea-swell and

IG waves, particularly the middle f mode during weakly energetic conditions (Figure

4.5c) and the lower f mode during high energy conditions (Figure 4.5d), cause energy

around the sea-swell spectral peak to spread to higher and lower frequencies. This

pattern of nonlinear energy exchange is similar to laboratory and numerical observa-

tions of triad interactions in the outer surf zone (HSS/h ≈ 0.4−0.45) on mild-sloping

beaches [De Bakker et al., 2015, 2016]. In these studies, negative interactions be-

tween IG waves and the sea-swell spectral peak were ascribed to growth of IG waves

as they shift away from the deep-water 180◦ phase coupling with the short-wave group

due to short-wave breaking. Here, the relative sea-swell wave height HSS/h ranged

from 0.42 to 0.54 throughout the storm, which is consistent with breaking conditions

(>0.33) for short-wave energy on mild-sloping beaches elsewhere [e.g., van Enckevort

and Reincke, 1996]. The average biphase of waves triads involving swell and IG waves

in both the middle f mode during weakly energetic conditions (e.g., β(0.08, 0.02) in

Figure 4.5e) and the low f mode during high energy conditions (β(0.07, 0.008) in

Figure 4.5f) are indicative of a large phase lag (>90◦), enabling energy transfer to,

and growth of IG waves in each frequency mode during these periods. Note that IG

waves in the middle f mode also interact with themselves to produce lower harmonics

(B̂(0.007, 0.007)) during both time periods shown.

4.2 Discussion

The temporal evolution of IG wave energy in the surf zone during Hurricane Harvey

was found to be frequency-dependent (Figure 4.4), with energy concentrated in the
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lowest frequency band (0.003<f<0.01 Hz) during the most energetic period of the

storm (large H0 and T0, Figure 4.1a). This differential pattern of IG energy parti-

tioning also largely mirrored frequency-dependent trends in nonlinear energy transfer

between IG and sea-swell waves. Notably, strong nonlinear coupling between IG

waves and swell enabled growth of IG waves in the middle f mode during weakly

energetic conditions (Figure 4.5c) and growth of the low f mode during high energy

conditions (Figure 4.5d). Nonlinear coupling between sea-swell and IG waves was

observed by Ruessink [1998a] to approach zero with a growing intensity of incident

wave breaking under energetic conditions. For the period reflected in Figure 4.5d,

the relative sea-swell wave height was at its maximum (HSS/h = 0.54), indicative

of a high intensity of short-wave breaking. However, the lowest frequency IG waves

remained phase coupled to swell during these highly dissipative conditions and con-

tinued to grown in height. This finding could be related to the theory that during

energetic conditions, the largest short waves may break in intermediate water depths

and therefore the bound IG wave can be forced past the short-wave breakpoint until

the free wave dispersion relationship is satisfied for its release [Baldock, 2012, Inch

et al., 2017].

The generation mechanism of IG waves in the low f mode also appear to vary

over the course of the storm. Bispectra during both weakly energetic and high energy

conditions show nonlinear energy transfer from IG waves in the middle f mode to a

sub-harmonic in the low f mode (B̂(0.007, 0.007)<0, Figure 4.5c-d). Conversely, the

strong phase coupling (and biphase) between swell and low f mode IG waves during

high energy conditions (B̂(0.08, 0.005)<0, Figure 4.5d) may be indicative of bound

wave generation at a lower IG frequencies (than during weakly energetic conditions)

due to an increase in group period. Detailed cross-shore studies are needed along
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this coastline during storms to identify IG wave generation mechanisms and clarify

the importance of nonlinear coupling and phase lag for frequency-dependent IG wave

growth.

Energy dissipation due to IG wave breaking may also contribute to the dominance

of low frequency IG energy proximate to landfall (Figure 4.4). IG energy dissipation

has been observed to be frequency-dependent in several field studies, with more IG

energy conserved at low than high frequencies [De Bakker et al., 2014, Guedes et al.,

2013, Henderson et al., 2006, Inch et al., 2017]. On mild-sloping beaches, the tran-

sition from (quasi) cross-shore standing to onshore progressive IG waves has been

reported to occur at f=0.017 to 0.0245 Hz [De Bakker et al., 2014, Inch et al., 2017].

In these studies, IG energy above this threshold was nearly completely dissipated due

to IG wave breaking at the shoreline. This frequency dependence in IG energy dis-

sipation has been related to the concept that for a given beach slope, low frequency

IG waves will experience a steeper effective bed slope than high frequency IG waves.

Using bichromatic wave experiments, Van Dongeren et al. [2007] described a mild and

steep sloping regime for IG waves by relating the amplitude reflectance coefficient R

(calculated at the shoreline) to a normalized bed slope parameter βH ,

βH =
β TIG

2π

√
g

HIG+

, (4.1)

where β is the local beach slope and TIG is the (mean) IG wave period. Van Dongeren

et al. [2007] found that below βH≈1.25, IG waves are in a mild-sloping regime and

will dissipate energy through wave breaking. Conversely, above this threshold, IG

waves are in a steep sloping regime and completely reflect off the shoreline (R=1).

Figure 4.6 relates R to βH for the three frequency modes identified in the surf

zone during Hurricane Harvey. Despite the ADV being a significant distance from

the shoreline proximate to landfall (∼115 m), the reflectance of IG waves in the middle
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Figure 4.6 : Amplitude reflectance coefficient R versus the normalized bed slope pa-
rameter βH for the low (0.003<f<0.010 Hz), middle (0.010<f<0.027 Hz), and high
(0.027<f<0.04 Hz) IG frequency modes identified in the surf zone (Follets Island).
Red (grey) shapes are representative of time periods where offshore forcing was pre-
dominantly sea (swell). The solid line delineates the theoretical relationship identified
by Van Dongeren et al. [2007]: min(1, R = 0.2πβ2

H).

(square) and high (diamond) f modes is generally well described by the theoretical

relationship of Van Dongeren et al. [2007] (line), both when offshore (deep-water)

forcing is predominantly swell (grey) and sea (red). Thus, IG waves in the middle and

high f modes can be placed in a mild-sloping regime, suggesting energy dissipation

through wave breaking. In contrast, reflectance at low IG frequencies is not well

described by the theoretical relationship. The observed energy dissipation (R < 1)

of low f mode IG waves could be due to incomplete reflectance or rather nonlinear

energy transfer to higher frequencies very close to the shoreline [e.g., Thomson et al.,

2006]. It should be noted that βH is sensitive to the bandwidth chosen for each

frequency mode, and in particular the central frequency of the low f mode such that

the range of βH for 0.003<f<0.01 Hz extends from 2 to 11.
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The mechanism behind changes in IG energy and frequency content between the

backshore and back-barrier bay during overwash (Figure 4.2) may be linked to chang-

ing water depths, nonlinear energy transfers to higher-frequency waves [e.g., Hender-

son et al., 2006], wave reflection (i.e., for IG waves below 0.01 Hz), or energy dissi-

pation across the barrier-island cut due to wave breaking [Engelstad et al., 2017]. In

the absence of velocity data, none of these hypotheses can be thoroughly explored

with this data set. However, as the magnitude of IG wave velocities and subsequent

sediment flux should be strongly influenced by the period of IG waves that reach

the back-barrier during overwash, this finding should be explored in greater detail

through both field and numerical investigations.

VLF variability in water level was observed at all instrument locations episodically

throughout the storm. In the surf zone, VLF oscillations of the free surface reached

∼0.4 m in height several times (Figure 4.4a), however the amplitude modulation of

IG waves at very-low frequencies was small (on average <2 cm) during these periods.

It is unclear to what extent this VLF variability in water level modifies surface gravity

waves in very shallow water, for example, through the slow variation of total water

depth during overwash (Figure 4.2b). Future work will investigate the kinematics and

origin of this VLF energy, including formation by shear instability of the alongshore

current [Oltman-Shay et al., 1989], forcing from wave groups [Haller et al., 1999], and

generation by atmospheric forcing. The latter mechanism has been shown to trigger

meteotsunamis in the northeastern GOM (Louisiana and Florida, U.S.A.) during

tropical cyclones [Olabarrieta et al., 2017].
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4.3 Conclusions

Observations of wave fields on either side of two barrier islands during Hurricane

Harvey highlight frequency-dependent trends in IG wave dynamics with the landward

extension of the surf zone during dune collision and overwash. At the location closest

to landfall, relatively low-amplitude IG waves (less than ∼0.20 m) propagated onshore

through an elevated barrier island cut and into the back barrier as overwash for at

least 5 hours. The energy content of IG waves was largely modified across the barrier-

island cut, with an average 85% reduction in variance over all IG frequencies. Spatial

changes in IG energy varied with frequency which could be the result of changing

water depths, nonlinear energy transfers, energy dissipation through wave breaking,

or wave reflection.

Farther up the coast, IG waves were energetic in the surf zone (HIG<0.55 m,

HIG+<0.39) during dune collision. We identified three dominant frequency modes

for IG waves from wave power spectra at this instrument location, with each mode

exhibiting temporal variability in wave growth stemming from nonlinear coupling

with sea-swell waves. The relationship between wave reflectance and the normalized

bed slope suggests that wave breaking is the dominant energy dissipation mechanism

at this location for all but the lowest frequency IG waves (0.003<f<0.01 Hz).

VLF variability in water levels (∼0.4-3 mHz) was observed episodically throughout

the storm in the nearshore and back-barrier environments at both field sites. While

the origin of the VLF variability was not established, the slow variation of total

water depth associated with this phenomenon likely influences storm processes in very

shallow water (e.g., by increasing the number of bore-bore capture events [Tissier

et al., 2017], generation of large wave runup, and modulation of the TWL during

overwash) and therefore warrants further study.
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Chapter 5

On the importance and origin of very low frequency
waves during hurricane attack

As was discussed in Chapter 4, continuously sampled measurements of pressure during

Hurricane Harvey revealed the presence of relatively high-amplitude oscillations of the

total water level (O(40 cm) in height) at very-low frequencies (∼0.4-3 mHz) in the

surf zone at Follets Island, a barrier island located ∼ 200 km northeast of hurricane

landfall along the upper Texas Gulf coast. VLF fluctuations in water level were also

observed landward of the berm crest during coastal flooding at Matagorda Peninsula,

a barrier peninsula located ∼115 km northeast of landfall, and into the back-barrier

bay during storm-driven overwash. It was posited that this VLF variability in water

level modifies surface gravity wave dynamics as they propagate into very shallow

water. However, the origin of the VLF wave-like motions was not established. This

chapter explores the origin of VLF variability in water level and its contribution to

storm processes through analysis of hydrodynamic and meteorological forcing during

Hurricane Harvey.

5.1 Field observations

In order to identify the driving mechanism(s) behind the observed VLF variability in

water level, we first examine only the largest VLF oscillations at Follets Island and

relate each instance to local and regional trends in hydrodynamic and meteorological

forcing. To separate VLF motions from higher (i.e., IG and sea-swell waves) and lower-
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Figure 5.1 : a) Time series of local atmospheric pressure perturbations patm and b)
storm surge ζ at the Follets Island field site; c) the VLF free surface elevation ηvlf
measured in the surf zone and back-barrier bay at Follets Island, and d) at a NOAA
tidal gauge located within the Freeport harbor 14 km southwest of the site [NOAA,
2017a]; and e) wind gusts measured within the Freeport harbor. The dashed lines in
(a) and (c) denote 3-standard deviations (σ) for patm and ηvlf (surf zone only). Shaded
intervals reflect time periods with sequential instances of ηvlf (surf zone) above the
3σ threshold.
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frequency (i.e., storm surge and tides) signals, a bandpass filter with a low-frequency

cutoff of 0.1 mHz (2.8 hours) and high-frequency cutoff of 3 mHz (5.6 min) was applied

to time series of the total water level (denoted herein by subscript vlf). As shown in

Figure 5.1c, relatively large fluctuations of the free surface elevation η at VLF were

observed during three time intervals over the study period: -18.5 to -14 hrs, -3 to 3 hrs,

and 23.5 to 34 hrs. These time periods were identified by sequential instances of ηvlf

in the surf zone that exceeded (in absolute value) a threshold of 3 times the standard

deviation (σ) of ηvlf (dashed lines, Figure 5.1c). While arbitrary, this threshold (0.16

m) allows for a more targeted examination of forcing mechanisms responsible for

generation of the largest VLF oscillations. Notably, relatively large VLF fluctuations

were also observed in the back barrier during each of these time periods, albeit these

oscillations were much smaller in amplitude (<2 cm) than instances of ηvlf in the

surf zone. On a more regional scale, NOAA tidal gauges within the Freeport harbor

located 14 km southwest of the site (Figure 5.1d) and within a tidal inlet located 10

km northeast of the site (San Luis Pass, not shown) also show water level variability

at VLF during the three time periods of elevated ηvlf in the surf zone. However, only

the Freeport harbor gauge measured a VLF fluctuation of similar amplitude to the

surf zone oscillations (0.35 m in height at -18 hrs) and therefore further analysis of

regional hydrodynamic forcing is limited herein to the Freeport harbor gauge.

The three time periods distinguished by surf zone exceedances of ηvlf above the

3σ threshold were characterized by a wide range of local water levels (0.2-0.9 m storm

surge ζ – calculated as the surf zone mean water level minus the predicted tide – Figure

5.1b), sea-swell and IG wave forcing (see Chapter 4), and offshore wave forcing (2-7

m offshore wave height, 5-9 sec offshore wave period [NDBC, 2018]). Observations

of local atmospheric (barometric) pressure recorded by a subaerial mounted pressure
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transducer at the Follets Island field site revealed that 87% of the 3σ exceedances of

ηvlf (surf zone) were preceded within 30 minutes by atmospheric disturbances. As

elaborated upon below, an atmospheric disturbance is here defined as an alternating

low-to-high pressure couplet with a peak or trough amplitude that exceeds ± 1.25

mbar (dashed lines in Figure 5.1a), or equivalently 3 times the standard deviation

of the barometric pressure patm, high-pass filtered to remove signals representative

of the approach and departure of the storm-scale tropical depression (below 0.0001

Hz). While this definition of an atmospheric disturbance is somewhat arbitrary, it

allows for detailed analysis of temporal changes in meteorological forcing throughout

the study period.

On a more regional scale, mosaics of atmospheric radar reflectivity (a measure

of precipitation intensity) show that the atmospheric disturbances measured during

all three time periods were concomitant with bands of high reflectivity associated

with land-falling tropical cyclone rainbands (TCRs). The radar mosaics in Figure 5.2

depict land-falling TCRs characteristic of each of the three time periods of elevated

ηvlf . For all three time periods, the radially-propagating TCRs were oriented approxi-

mately perpendicular to the coast offshore Follets Island at landfall (Figure 5.2b,d,f),

however the direction of propagation (from first identification of the TCR in deep

water, circle and arrow in Figure 5.2a,c,e) and longitudinal structure of the TCRs

notably differed for each period due to the location of the central depression of the

storm. Early in the storm (-18.5 to -14 hrs), Follets Island was located in the upper

right quadrant of the tropical cyclone, approximately 300 km NE of the storm center

(Figure 5.2a-b). The land-falling TCRs at the field site during this period were radi-

ally propagating to the WNW and sub-components of larger (>200 km in arc-length)

bands of high reflectivity that spanned most of the central Texas coast. As the storm
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Figure 5.2 : Radar reflectivity mosaics generated for the NOAA National Center
of Environmental Information (NCEI) [NCEI-NOAA, 2019] showing example atmo-
spheric disturbances associated with land-falling tropical cyclone rainbands (TCRs)
preceding instances of elevated ηvlf (above the 3σ threshold) during each of the three
time periods identified in Figure 5.1c. Note that (b,d,f) depict the TCRs in (a,c,e)
at a finer resolution proximate to the Follets Island (FI) field site and the Freeport
harbor tidal gauge (FR). The circle and arrow symbols in (a,c,e) show the direction of
propagation of the land-falling TCRs in (b,d,f) from first identification of the TCRs
in deep water.
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center moved onshore and closer to the field site (∼200 km SW), the land-falling

TCRs at Follets Island continued to propagate toward the NW, but became longitu-

dinally narrow, reaching a maximum of 50 km in length (-3 to 3 hrs, Figure 5.2c-d).

Longitudinally narrow TCRs (<75 km in length) were also observed late in the study

period (23.5 to 34 hrs, Figure 5.2e-f) when the storm was stalled inland ∼180 km

west of the field site. During this time period, the TCRs were oriented slightly more

oblique to the coastline at the field site as they propagated toward the NE. The local

forward speed of the TCRs proximate to Follets Island during each of the three time

periods (as estimated from the reflectivity mosaics) was highly variable, ranging from

5 m/s to 22 m/s along the path of a single TCR. However, the mean forward speeds

of the three land-falling TCRs shown in Figure 5.2b,d,f was similar (b: 13 m/s, d: 16

m/s, and f: 14 m/s).

The structure of the atmospheric pressure disturbances associated with both

longitudinally-wide and longitudinally-narrow land-falling TCRs is shown in detail

for 5-hour time records of patm in Figure 5.3a (-19 to -14 hrs) and b (-5 to 0 hrs). As

reported in several earlier field studies [e.g., Hamuro et al., 1969, Ligda, 1955, Ushi-

jima, 1958, Yu and Tsai, 2010], surface pressure fluctuations of land-falling TCRs are

often characterized by leading pressure troughs followed by pressure ridges (low-to-

high pressure couplets). The pressure troughs (ridges) of atmospheric disturbances

(pressure perturbations exceeding 1.25 mbar, 3σ of patm) are identified by an “L” (“H”)

in Figure 5.3a and b. Whilst the identification of pressure couplets is subjective, this

analysis clearly shows that for the period proximate to hurricane landfall (Figure

5.3b), which was characterized by longitudinally-narrow TCRs (Figure 5.2c-d), there

was accordingly a significant increase in the number of atmospheric disturbances

over early storm conditions (longitudinally-wide TCRs, Figure 5.3a). Moreover, the
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Figure 5.3 : a-b) Local atmospheric pressure perturbations patm and c-e) the VLF
free surface elevation ηvlf measured in the surf zone at Follets Island (c-d) and at the
NOAA Freeport tidal gauge (e) for two time intervals of elevated ηvlf : -19 to -14 hrs
(a,c,e) and -5 to 0 hrs (b,d). The dashed lines in (a-b) and (c-d) denote 3-standard
deviations for patm and ηvlf (respectively). Pressure troughs (ridges) of atmospheric
disturbances are identified by an “L” (“H”) in (a-b). The disturbances highlighted red
in (a-b) correspond to the land-falling TCRs (bands of high reflectivity) at Follets
Island in Figure 5.2b and d (respectively).

waveforms of the atmospheric disturbances associated with the longitudinally-narrow

TCRs were markedly different, characterized by larger pressure trough amplitudes

and shorter trough wavelengths than the more infrequent, squall-line-like TCRs typ-

ical of early-storm conditions. Specifically, the pressure troughs were on average 1.5

mbar (0.63 mbar) in amplitude and <16 km (<36 km) in wavelength during the peri-

ods marked by longitudinally-narrow (longitudinally-wide) TCRs. Note that due to

the highly-localized nature of the narrow TCRs during both the period proximate to
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landfall (Figure 5.3b) and late in the storm (23.5 to 34 hrs, not shown), the measured

pressure perturbations at Follets Island may not be representative of the maximum

trough and crest pressure amplitudes of the moving-atmospheric disturbances. How-

ever, for the atmospheric disturbances highlighted red in Figure 5.3a and b, radar

reflectivity mosaics show that the land-falling TCRs traversed directly over the Fol-

lets Island field site (Figure 5.2b and d), giving high credence to the structure of these

pressure couplets.

5.2 Generation by atmospheric forcing

Figure 5.3c-e shows the corresponding 5-hour sub-records of ηvlf measured in the

surf zone at Follets Island (c-d) and at the NOAA Freeport tidal gauge (e) for the

aforementioned time intervals. Notably, not all atmospheric disturbances are fol-

lowed by large amplitude ηvlf (exceedances of ηvlf above the 3σ threshold) in the

surf zone. Conversely, as previously mentioned, 87% of the 3σ exceedances of ηvlf

were preceded by atmospheric disturbances. Evaluation of the magnitude squared

coherence between patm and ηvlf in both the surf zone and back barrier did not re-

veal statistically significant coherence at VLF for any time periods during the storm.

However, the inverse barometer effect – that is, the forcing of sea-surface fluctuations

by atmospheric pressure perturbations – is a spatial process [Smith, 1979], meaning

that the structure of an atmospheric disturbance may not necessarily be coherent or

in-phase with the forced water level response. It is well established that coupling

between forced sea-level perturbations and moving-atmospheric disturbances (e.g.,

storms, squalls, frontal passages, or atmospheric gravity waves) can generate long

waves in deep water that can thereafter by amplified due to external resonant pro-

cesses (e.g., Proudman [Proudman, 1929], shelf [Monserrat et al., 2006], or Greenspan
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resonance [Greenspan, 1956]) before reaching the coast. During Hurricane Hermine

(2016), squalls associated with radially-propagating TCRs were observed to generate

water level perturbations that ultimately developed into meteotsunamis (O(0.4 m))

at coastal tidal gauges in the Eastern GOM due to resonant amplification of long

waves across the continental shelf [Olabarrieta et al., 2017]. If we consider that the

inverse barometer effect for the 2.5 mbar pressure trough shown in Figure 5.3b at

01:23 (UTC) on August 26th would create a 2.5 cm wave in deep water (e.g., at

first observation of the TCR at ∼140 m water depth), shoaling (i.e., Green’s law)

would amplify the wave height to 7.4 cm at the surf zone measurement location (see

schematic in Figure 2.2). Given that the corresponding height of the ηvlf fluctuation

measured 42 cm in the surf zone (Figure 5.3d), the resonant factor of this wave is

5.7. While a complete numerical assessment of the free-surface response to a moving-

atmospheric disturbance is beyond the scope of this study (i.e., Equation 2.2), radar

reflectivity shows the mean (max) speed of the atmospheric disturbance U to be

∼13 m/s (20 m/s), which would produce maximum Proudman resonance at a water

depth of 17 m (41 m) where the speed of the disturbance matches the shallow water

wave celerity (c =
√
gh). Depending on at what water depth(s) resonance occurs,

the decoupling of the moving-atmospheric disturbance from the forced sea-surface

perturbation would induce a free wave at variable distances from the coast. Hence,

for a free wave propagating at the shallow water wave celerity, we would expect a

larger lag time between passage of the atmospheric disturbance at the coast and a

resonantly-amplified atmospherically-generated wave in 41 m water depth versus 17

m water depth. Note that for the above example, the observed lag between passage

of the atmospheric disturbance (pressure trough) and surf zone measurement of the

ηvlf fluctuation (peak amplitude) was 32 minutes. Interestingly, the only VLF fluc-
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tuation observed at the Freeport harbor gauge of similar amplitude to the surf zone

oscillations at Follets Island (0.35 m in height at -18 hrs, Figure 5.3e) was preceded

by this same atmospheric disturbance, albeit the lag time was only 26 minutes.

5.3 Discussion

Many of the VLF wave motions observed in the nearshore environment along the

upper Texas Gulf coast during Hurricane Harvey appear to be initiated by moving-

atmospheric disturbances associated with radially-propagating hurricane rainbands.

While there is clearly variability of the free-surface elevation at VLF below the 3σ

ηvlf threshold throughout the storm, it is possible that some of this variability is

the result of shear motions (low frequency velocity fluctuations [e.g., Bowen and

Holman, 1989, Elgar et al., 2019, Oltman-Shay et al., 1989]) or due to wave group

induced modulations of the free surface [e.g., Haller et al., 1999, Long and Özkan-

Haller, 2009, MacMahan et al., 2010, Shemer et al., 1991], both hypotheses that

cannot be elucidated with this data set. Thus, we characterize only the VLF water-

surface fluctuations that 1) exceed 0.16 m in amplitude (the 3σ threshold of ηvlf

for this storm), 2) are preceded by atmospheric disturbances, and 3) are coincident

with high radar reflectivity as small-amplitude resonantly-amplified atmospherically-

generated ocean waves, herein referred to as meteotsunamis. This criterion is slightly

higher than that used by Olabarrieta et al. [2017] to define meteotsunamis in water-

level records from tidal gauges along the Eastern GOM during Hurricane Hermine

(6σ=0.11 to 0.13 m).

While atmospheric disturbances associated with both longitudinally-wide (>75

km in length) and longitudinally-narrow (<75 km in length) land-falling TCRs were

observed to generate meteotsunamis in the surf zone during Hurricane Harvey, only
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a single meteotsunami was measured at regional tidal gauges (Figure 5.3e) and it

appears to have been forced by a longitudinally-wide (∼120 km) TCR directly cen-

tered over the Freeport harbor at landfall (Figure 5.2a-b). This finding indicates that

meteotsunamis are more ubiquitous along the open coast during tropical cyclones

than tidal gauge observations suggest, whereas the conditions leading to propaga-

tion (and moreover resonance) of meteotsunamis through tidal inlets and harbors

is less common and highly localized. Internal resonance processes may also have

contributed to meteotsunami growth through the Freeport harbor given the corre-

sponding measurement of a double-peaked waveform in the surf zone (Figure 5.3c)

and larger lag time for the surf zone peak meteotsunami amplitude (32 min at Follets

Island versus 26 minutes at Freeport), which may be an artifact of the total water

level in the surf zone representing the superposition of incident and reflected waves.

As shown in Figure 5.4b and elaborated up below, cross-shore velocity measurements

were not well resolved at very-low frequencies, hence decomposition of the total wa-

ter level into incoming and outgoing components was not possible at the surf zone

measurement location. Alternatively, differences in lag time between passage of the

atmospheric disturbance and meteotsunami arrival at the two locations could also be

due to a slightly wider continental shelf offshore Follets Island than Freeport, which

would increase the offshore distance whereat the meteotsunami decouples from the

atmospheric disturbance and becomes a free wave.

Although meteotsunamis were typically small in amplitude (<16 cm) at the surf

zone field site, in some cases meteotsunami wave heights were comparable to the in-

crease in total water level by storm surge (e.g., ∼30-40 cm from -20 to -15 hrs and

+25 to +35 hrs, Figure 5.1b). This, in conjunction with the potential for meteot-

sunamis to initiate extreme wave runup and observed modulation of the total water
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level during overwash (Chapter 4), suggests that meteotsunamis are an important

component of the nearshore wave field during relatively low-surge storm events along

this coastline. While we cannot discern whether meteotsunamis are important con-

tributors to sediment suspension (i.e., add to the bed shear stress) in the surf zone

with this data set, temporal variations of the suspended sediment load c (i.e., the

depth-integrated suspended sediment concentration from two OBSs positioned ∼30

cm and ∼60 cm above the bed) show elevated suspended sediment concentrations at

VLF time scales (Figure 5.4d). These modulations of suspended sediment are not

coincident with the largest VLF sea-surface fluctuations, which likewise do not have

a prominent cross-shore velocity signature (Figure 5.4b). Thus, VLF variability in

the suspended sediment load (e.g., at 00:30 (UTC) on August 26th) may be linked

to VLF forcing mechanisms other than meteotsunamis (e.g., shear or wave-group in-

duced VLF velocity fluctuations). The poor resolution of wave velocities associated

with the largest VLF fluctuations is likely due to sensor limitations (e.g., velocities

>2 m/s, the nominal velocity range for the ADV) or alternatively the location of

the ADV in the inner surf zone (i.e., nodes and antinodes). A higher density of field

measurements are needed to better characterize meteotsunami propagation and trans-

formation in shallow water, as well as the relative contribution of this phenomena to

surf zone sediment fluxes.

Most studies of meteotsunami generation ascribe the formation of meteotsunamis

to atmospheric pressure anomalies [Monserrat et al., 2006]. During Hurricane Har-

vey, atmospheric disturbances associated with land-falling TCRs were observed at

the Follets Island field site when it was located in the right-quadrant of the trop-

ical cyclone where wind speeds are greatest (Figure 5.1b, <40 hrs). Evaluation of

wind speeds at the Freeport harbor tidal gauge (and meteorological station, Figure
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5.1e) show that land-falling TCRs at Freeport were accompanied by sudden, sharp

increases in wind gusts (e.g., 17 m/s at 18 hrs). Numerical simulations by Shi et al.

[2019] indicate that wind stress dominates over pressure forcing for meteotsunami

generation in shallow waters (<15 m) during passage of winter squall lines (ahead of

Figure 5.4 : Three hour time series of the a) instantaneous free surface elevation η, b)
cross-shore velocity u (positive onshore), c) alongshore velocity v (positive downdrift
[SW]), and d) suspended sediment load c in the surf zone at Follets Island (-3 to 3
hrs). Time series are bandpass filtered to show fluctuations at VLF (subscript vlf).
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cold fronts) in the Eastern GOM. Given that the outer-most TCRs during typhoons

have sometimes been observed to structurally resemble squall lines [Yu et al., 2018], it

is likely that wind shear associated with land-falling TCRs also contributes to meteot-

sunami growth in shallow water (as originally proposed by Olabarrieta et al. [2017] for

hurricane-driven meteotsunamis along the Eastern GOM). Further analysis is needed

to clarify the relative influence of pressure and wind forcing to meteotsunami genera-

tion during hurricanes and how this forcing may vary with differing storm intensities

(i.e., sustained wind speeds), storm characteristics (e.g., radius to maximum winds,

central pressure, forward speed, angle of approach), and TCR characteristics (i.e.,

convective structure of longitudinally-wide versus longitudinally-narrow TCRs). Fur-

thermore, given that meteotsunamis have been observed to produce large-amplitude

oscillations in coastal bays with definite resonant properties (and a high quality “Q”

factor, a measure of energy damping in a system) [Hibiya and Kajiura, 1982, Mon-

serrat et al., 2006], improved characterization of meteotsunami hazard is needed for

the back-barrier bay communities that border the Texas coast, many of which house

critical energy infrastructure (e.g., the Houston Ship Channel and Freeport Energy

Complex). While the coincidence of several external and internal resonance condi-

tions necessary to produce large oscillations in harbours and bays may be rare, the

proposed narrowing of tidal inlets along the upper Texas coast to accommodate struc-

tures targeted for coastal storm protection [e.g., Jonkman et al., 2015, Torres et al.,

2017b] would increase the system Q factor (e.g., Figure 1.2), and could consequently

amplify arriving atmospherically-generated long waves.
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5.4 Conclusions

Measurements of hydrodynamic and meteorological forcing in nearshore and bay envi-

ronments during Hurricane Harvey provide new insights into processes that contribute

to coastal flooding during hurricane impact. It is demonstrated that observations of

relatively high-amplitude oscillations of the total water level at very-low frequencies

(∼0.4-3 mHz, 5-42 min periods) in the surf zone (O(40) cm in height) are typically

preceded by atmospheric disturbances (low-to-high pressure couplets) associated with

both longitudinally-wide (>75 km) and narrow (<75 km) tropical cyclone rainbands.

It is thus hypothesized that many instances of VLF variability in surf zone water

levels can be classified as atmospherically-generated resonantly-amplified long waves

(i.e., meteotsunamis). Based on this classification, field observations indicate that

meteotsunamis are more ubiquitous along the open coast during tropical cyclones

than tidal gauge records suggest due to the highly localized conditions necessary to

enable meteotsunami propagation into tidal inlets, harbors, and coastal bays. This

study highlights the potential for meteotsunamis to serve as a flood hazard along

this coastline during storms via the initiation of extreme wave runup, modulation of

storm processes (e.g., overwash), and resonant amplification through tidal inlets and

in coastal bays.
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Chapter 6

Infragravity wave driven morphological change and
recovery of a barrier beach after hurricane attack

The previous chapters detailed the statistical analysis of hydrodynamic measurements

across two barrier island systems during Hurricane Harvey, highlighting the role and

importance of IG waves and VLF variability in water levels to storm processes along

the upper Texas coast. This chapter links these findings with post-storm subaerial

and sedimentological observations of geomorphic storm impacts at the Matagorda

Peninsula field site in order to better understand the processes governing coastal

change during and in the months immediately following a storm. Here we utilize

UAVs in combination with stereo photogrammetry to generate post-storm DEMs

and perform both a qualitative and quantitative assessment of storm impacts and

morphological recovery. Lastly, mechanisms related to the temporal variability in

beach recovery are related to seasonal trends in meteorological and hydrodynamic

forcing.

6.1 Summary of hydrodynamic forcing

As was detailed in Chapter 4, low-amplitude IG waves (less than ∼20 cm in height)

dominated the wave field in the backshore at Matagorda Peninsula for a period of 28

hours during Hurricane Harvey. IG waveforms were often bore-like in shape (e.g., at

35 min in Figure 6.1b), particularly early in the time record when water depths were

small (h + η <30 cm, -19 to -5 hrs). As the surf zone became extended landward
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Figure 6.1 : Total water levels (TWLs) recorded by pressure transducers (PT) at
Matagorda Peninsula (a) over the storm duration and (b-d) for 30 min time records
in the backshore (PT-1, b) and back barrier (PT-2, c-d) for the period proximate
to landfall (-3.5 hrs, b-c) and when Hurricane Harvey traveled past the field site at
+67 hrs (d). These time records were selected to depict the dominance of IG wave
(c) versus wind-wave forcing (d) in the back barrier during the storm. The predicted
tide and the maximum post-storm dry bed elevation through the channel in the mid-
barrier and at the berm crest (dashed line, x=175 m in Figure 3.1b) are additionally
plotted in (a). The dotted lines in (b-c) represent the low-pass filtered TWL with a
frequency cutoff of 0.01 Hz.
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with rising water levels, IG waves propagated onshore through the elevated barrier-

island cut and into the back-barrier bay for at least 5 hours as overwash. IG energy

was largely reduced across the island during overwash, with a greater reduction in

energy observed for the lowest frequency IG waves (94%, 0.003<f<0.01 Hz) than

for higher frequency IG waves (73%, 0.01<f<0.04 Hz). This difference in frequency

content is visible through comparison of IG waveforms measured in the backshore

and back barrier proximate to landfall in Figure 6.1b and c (respectively), where

the dotted lines represent the low-pass filtered TWL with a frequency cutoff of 0.01

Hz (i.e., the lowest frequency IG waves). During the period of storm overwash, the

back-bay shoreline likely extended seaward into the surge channel (mid-barrier) due

to an ∼0.5 m rise in bay water levels. Hurricane Harvey traveled past the Matagorda

field site on August 28, 2017 when the storm re-emerged in the GOM after stalling

for several days over southern Texas (Figure 3.1a). This unusual storm track created

a large fetch in the back-barrier bay, elevating bay water levels for a period of 30

hours to elevations higher than that observed proximate to hurricane landfall (>0.9

m NAVD88). The maximum water elevation measured in the back barrier during this

time was just shy of the post-storm berm crest elevation (1.16 m NAVD88, x=175 m

in Figure 3.1b), but above the maximum elevation of the channel (0.95 m NAVD88),

suggesting that both the back barrier and surge channel were largely submerged.

Wind waves dominated the wave field in the back barrier during the second passage

on the storm with negligible wave energy observed at IG and sea-swell frequencies

(Figure 6.1d).
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Figure 6.2 : Sedimentological depictions of storm deposits proximate to the (a) back-
shore (PT-1) and (d) back-barrier pressure transducers (PT-2) at Matagorda Penin-
sula, including photographs of sediment cores, X-radiographs, and grain size analysis.
Note that the core collected in the back-barrier (b) was sampled at a finer scale (every
1 cm) than the backshore core (a, every 5 cm).

6.2 Storm impacts

Upon retrieval of the PTs post-storm, 45 cm of sediment was observed to have ac-

creted vertically atop the backshore instrument (PT-1) and 20 cm proximate to the

back-barrier instrument (PT-2) at Matagorda Peninsula (Figure 3.1b), with storm

deposit thicknesses confirmed by the pre- and post-storm elevations surveyed using

the RTK-GPS system. Sediment cores collected in the backshore (Figure 6.2a) con-

tained alternating laminae of quartz and heavy mineral enriched sand. Sediment cores

collected in the center of the barrier cut (not shown) and through to the back barrier
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lacked the characteristic laminae of the backshore (Figure 6.2b). Samples collected

from coring the storm deposits showed consistent grain size with depth and little

variation between cores. For all cores, the average median grain size ranged 211-223

µm and the d10 average ranged 146-152 µm. The d90 showed the most variation,

but still yielded a small range of values (308-323 µm). All core samples are very well

sorted, as calculated by [Folk, 1980], and are negatively skewed, including samples

collected from the dune toe, the surge channel, and the backshore. The quartz and

mineral enriched sand layers did not show distinguishable discrepancies in grain size

distribution.

The trench proximate to PT-1 (T1, Figure 6.3) revealed that the storm deposit

base was demarcated by a planar layer containing dark heavy mineral enriched sand.

This feature was also observed at a similar depth (∼47 cm) in the trench excavated

in the backshore closer to the central axis of the barrier-island cut (T2), which was

accompanied by buried debris. A similar erosional boundary was observed by [Wang

et al., 2010] in trenches from backshore and foredune regions after Hurricane Ivan

(2004), and sedimentary records have shown that the base of storm deposits are often

marked by a concentration of heavy mineral layers [Buynevich et al., 2004, Dougherty

et al., 2004].

Grain-scale transport processes can ultimately result in large-scale morphologic

change during storms. We investigate the impacts of Hurricane Harvey to subaerial

coastal landforms at Matagorda Peninsula using field observations and through com-

parison of pre- and post-storm DEMs and aerial imagery. The only high-resolution

aerial imagery available for the field site prior to Hurricane Harvey was collected in

November 2014 (Figure 6.4d). Despite the poor temporal resolution of pre-storm

aerial imagery, comparison with the post-storm aerial survey completed 4 days after
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Figure 6.3 : Contacts between pre- and post-storm deposits in the backshore as
measured at T1 (proximate to PT-1) and inferred at T2 (along the central axis of
the barrier cut, Figure 3.1a) by the dark heavy mineral enriched layer at the center
of the trench.

hurricane landfall (August 30, Figure 6.4e) shows that subaerial landforms were not

dramatically altered during the storm. The perched washover fan in the back barrier

is prominent in pre-storm imagery (largely remnant of Hurricane Ike, Figure 6.4c),

however after Hurricane Harvey, the land-water interface in the back-barrier remained
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Figure 6.4 : (a-e) Historical evolution of the infilled surge channel at Matagorda
Peninsula (images from Google Earth). Morphological impacts from Hurricane Har-
vey are shown through comparison of (d) pre- and (e) post-storm aerial imagery
[NOAA, 2019] as well as (I-III) site reconnaissance photographs taken one week after
storm landfall. The arrows in (e) indicate the direction of the photographs. The
location of the beachface (BF), berm (B), and proto-dunes (PD) are annotated in
(d-e) for interpretation of storm impacts.
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extended seaward at the time of the post-storm aerial survey due to elevated back-bay

water levels after the storm passed the site the previous day (Figure 6.1a). Post-storm

site reconnaissance revealed geomorphic markers of flow exceeding the elevation of the

side walls bracketing the surge channel through the mid-barrier, including side wall

erosion and slumping (Figure 6.4-II), a wrack line of debris extending just beyond the

side walls into surrounding vegetation, and landward leaning vegetation (Figure 6.4-

I). Morphological impacts to the barrier beach included smoothing of the backshore,

onshore migration of the berm crest (Figure 6.6), and erosion of proto-dunes in the

backshore (Figure 6.4-III). Notably, the foredunes on either side of the barrier-island

cut did not show scarp-like features typical of dune collision.

Comparison of the immediate post-storm UAV-SfM derived DEM (Figure 6.5b)

with September 2016 LiDAR (Figure 6.5a) shows that resolution (temporal and in-

strument accuracy) is insufficient for quantifying some of the small-scale morpholog-

ical changes identified after the storm (e.g., 45 cm of accretion in the backshore).

The back-barrier shoreline was extended seaward for the two weeks following landfall

and therefore UAV-SfM could not be used to characterize the immediate post-storm

topography in this region (Figure 6.5b-c). The back-barrier region remained diffi-

cult to resolve using photogrammetric algorithms for imagery collected at +6 weeks

and +4 months due challenges related to data collection and processing (elaborated

upon below), and therefore the post-storm morphology of this region is not discussed

herein. Most of the large changes to the barrier beach identified during post-storm

site reconnaissance are clearly visible through comparison of Figure 6.5a and Figure

6.5b, including the landward reset of the berm crest, smoothing of the backshore,

and erosion of proto-dunes. The immediate post-storm DEM also revealed that the

morphology of the backshore was heterogeneous with a slight depression located per-
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pendicular to the surge channel.

6.3 Morphologic recovery

Figure 6.5b-f shows the subaerial morphology of the barrier beach at Matagorda

Peninsula, extending from the beachface to the surge channel in the mid-barrier

spanning one week to 8 months post-storm. The initial topographic depression located

in the center of the berm post-storm progressively widens in the weeks and months

following the storm, resulting in a general lowering of elevation across the backshore.

The backshore morphology begins to resemble pre-storm (2016) conditions 8 months

following the storm, evidenced by a more alongshore-homogeneous elevation across

the berm, rugose morphology, and reconstruction of the proto-dunes.

The UAV-SfM DEMs also show that the seaward progradation of the beachface

and subsequent reconstruction of the berm crest varies in the alongshore direction

during beach recovery. A cross-sectional view of the morphologic recovery of the

berm crest is shown in in Figure 6.6a by the temporal evolution of beach profiles

extending from the inner surf zone through the center of the surge channel (dashed

line in Figure 6.5a). In the two weeks following the storm, the berm crest did not

aggrade and morphological changes to the beachface were limited to onshore migration

of a single bar. This ridge runnel system was prominent for the 3 weeks following the

storm (x = 80-100 m). Bulldozer crews removed debris from the wrack line located

just seaward of the berm crest (x = 130 m) and the swash zone (large woody debris)

between +1 week and +2 weeks, but it does not appear that much sediment was

removed from the system during this process. The majority of beachface accretion and

berm reconstruction occurred during the 3-week period corresponding to September

19, 2017 (+3 weeks) and October 26, 2017 (+6 weeks). Seaward progradation of
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Figure 6.5 : Morphological recovery of the barrier-island cut at Matagorda Peninsula
after hurricane attack, shown through comparison of (a) 2016 pre-storm LiDAR and
(b-f) post-storm UAV-SfM DEMs. The dashed lines in (a) correspond to the RTK-
GPS beach profile transects shown in Figure 6.6. The vertical Z and horizontal
XY error estimates in (a-c) reflect different survey platforms, where the error in
(c) represents the average error for the UAV-SfM DEMs in (c-f). The location of
the beachface (BF), berm (B), and proto-dunes (PD) are annotated in (a-b) for
interpretation of storm impacts.
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the storm berm crest was accompanied by formation of a secondary berm crest (90

m) and subsequent erosion of the inner surf zone. Interestingly, the secondary berm

crest developed in the region formerly occupied by the ridge runnel system, and later

demarcated the position of the reconstructed berm crest 8 months post-storm. By

this time, the reduction in elevation of the inner surf zone and lower beachface during

the first 6 weeks of beach recovery had nearly returned to the immediate post-storm

levels (+1 week).

The evolution of the foredune along both the western (b) and eastern (c) flanks of

the barrier-island cut is shown in Figure 6.6 by beach profiles derived from the UAV-

SfM DEMs corresponding to +1 week and +8 months. Overall, foredune growth

was small in the 8 months following the storm with most of the observed sediment

accretion occurring at the dune toe along the western side of the barrier cut (Figure

6.6b).

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Hydrodynamic phases driving morphological impacts

Relating in-situ measurements of storm hydrodynamics across the barrier-island cut

at Matagorda Peninsula to post-storm observations of morphological change suggests

that the sedimentological and morphological impacts of Hurricane Harvey occurred

during two hydrodynamically distinct phases. The first phase spanned the 28 hours

proximate to hurricane landfall (-19 to +7 hrs, Figure 6.1a) wherein bore-like IG

waves propagated landward as the surf and swash zones were extended landward by

storm surge. Given that sea-swell energy was negligible at the backshore measure-

ment location throughout this period, this suggests that erosion of the beachface was
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Figure 6.6 : (a) Berm reconstruction and beachface accretion over the 8 months fol-
lowing Hurricane Harvey, shown through GPS-RTK beach profiles extending from
the inner surf zone to the mid-barrier. (b-c) Alongshore variability of foredune evo-
lution during beach recovery, shown by beach profiles derived from UAV-SfM DEMs
(labeled a-f) at +1 week and +8 months on the western (b) and eastern (c) flanks
of the barrier-island cut. The beach profile transect locations are depicted by dashed
lines in Figure 6.5a. The location of the beachface (BF) and berm crests (BC) are
annotated in (a) for interpretation of storm impacts between the LiDAR and imme-
diate post-storm beach profile. The mean high water (MHW) and mean low water
(MLW) are additionally plotted in (a) for reference.

largely driven by IG waves, which ultimately resulted in the landward migration of the

berm crest by ∼75 m (Figure 6.6a). This erosion of the beachface was accompanied

by sediment deposition just landward of the berm crest (Figure 6.3). It cannot be de-

termined if accretion in the backshore was concomitant with erosion of the pre-storm

berm with this data set, however the mechanism for sediment accretion in this region
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may be linked to the low slope of the backshore whereby sediment falls out of suspen-

sion prior to flow reversal due to low gravity-driven downrush velocities associated

with the (IG) swash [Cohn et al., 2019, Masselink and Puleo, 2006]. The alternating

laminae of quartz and heavy mineral enriched sand that characterize storm deposits

in the backshore are a common feature in storm deposits across the GOM following

hurricanes [Wang et al., 2010]. While we do not have sufficient constraints to describe

the characteristics of the IG waves (or IG swash motions) that likely led to the for-

mation of these laminae, future studies should seek to link wave-by-wave analysis of

storm hydrodynamics with a real-time record of bed level to better understand the

stratigraphic representation of storm processes in the rock record.

The morphological impacts of Hurricane Harvey in the mid-barrier and back bar-

rier appear to have been generated by a mix of hydrodynamic forcing. Time series

of the TWL in the backshore and back barrier indicate that landward-directed flow

through the surge channel occurred during the first phase of the storm when the

TWL exceeded the berm crest by at least 0.5 m. This flow, which included IG waves

superimposed on storm surge, likely became laterally restricted through the surge

channel as it propagated into the back-barrier bay. While confined flow across barrier

islands is typically associated with channel incision and the development of perched

washover fans [Morton and Sallenger Jr, 2003], here the surge channel did not appear

to be excavated and washover penetration into the back-barrier bay also appeared to

be limited (Figure 6.4e). Small flow depths, and perhaps flow velocities, through the

surge channel may have limited both of these expected storm impacts. Alternatively,

back-bay processes likely also contributed to morphodynamics in the surge channel

and back barrier both proximate to landfall and during the second passage of the

storm by modifying the cross-barrier hydraulic gradient [Sherwood et al., 2014]. At
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landfall, it is unclear to what extent elevated bay water levels may have affected the

landward propagation of surge, IG waves, and sediment flux into the back bay as ge-

omorphic markers of storm impacts may have been affected by back-barrier processes

during the second phase of the storm (+64 to +98 hrs, Figure 6.1a). At this time,

water levels in the back barrier were elevated 0.7 m above pre-storm levels for a period

of 34 hours, suggesting that the surge channel was submerged by upwards of 20 cm of

bay water. Bay-to-ocean directed flow may have occurred during this time, albeit the

flow was likely limited in extent by the elevated berm crest. The topographic depres-

sion in the immediate post storm berm along the central axis of the surge channel

(Figure 6.5b) may be a geomorphic indicator of bay-to-ocean flow. Regardless, back-

barrier processes clearly complicate interpretation of morphological impacts to both

the back-barrier and barrier-beach environments during this relatively-low surge but

prolonged high water level event.

6.4.2 Beach recovery and storm sequencing

The Atlantic hurricane season of 2017 was hyperactive, featuring the formation of

10 hurricanes, two of which made landfall along the northern GOM during the early

stages of beach recovery at Matagorda Peninsula. Despite their large distance from

the field site (>700 km), both Hurricane Irma (Category 4, September 10) and Hur-

ricane Nate (Category 1, October 8) altered the wave field offshore the central Texas

coast, evidenced by an increase in wave height and period at NDBC Station 42109

(82 meter water depth, Figure 6.7a-b). The influence of Hurricane Irma on nearshore

hydrodynamics at Matagorda Peninsula is unclear as water levels remained elevated

at coastal tide gauges near the site for the 2 weeks following Hurricane Harvey (Fig-

ure 6.7d). Comparison of beach profiles coincident with (+2 weeks) and following
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Figure 6.7 : Local meteorological and offshore wave conditions for the 8 months
following Hurricane Harvey including (a) offshore wave height H0, (b) offshore wave
period T0, (c) local wind speed and gusts, and (d) the total water level (TWL) relative
to mean sea level (MSL). Offshore wave data were recorded at NDBC Station 42109
located in 82 m water depth [NDBC, 2018]. Wind and water level data was recorded at
NOAA CO-OPS Station 8772985 at Sargent, Texas [NOAA, 2017c]. Colored vertical
lines correspond to the GPS-RTK surveys shown in Figure 6.6a.

the dissipation of Hurricane Irma (+3 weeks, Figure 6.6a) shows that changes to the

beachface and berm were largely accretionary but small in scale. In contrast, the
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rapid seaward progradation of the berm crest between +3 weeks and +6 weeks (∼30

m) was concomitant with the formation of Hurricane Nate. Tide gauge records show

that Hurricane Nate elevated coastal water levels locally by approximately 0.5 m. The

landward excursion of wave runup was likely considerable during Hurricane Nate due

to the combination of elevated nearshore water levels and the low slope of the beach-

face following Hurricane Harvey. This time period was also marked by significant

erosion of the inner surf and swash zones (x = 30-80 m, Figure 6.6a). Integration of

the beach profile area above and below the elevation of the MHW (0.24 m NAVD88)

between +1 week and +6 weeks indicates that the volume of eroded material from

the surf and swash zones can account for 79% of the subaerial volume change to the

berm. Thus, Hurricane Nate appears to have provided the necessary forcing for wave

action to mobilize surf zone sediment to the shoreline where it could be reworked by

swash processes to rebuild the eroded morphology along the low-sloping beachface. A

cold front with wind gusts in excess of 9 m/s (from the north) also occurred between

the +3 weeks and +6 weeks surveys (October 22, 2017), enabling aeolian transport

of sediment from the backshore seaward to aid in berm reconstruction.

Further recovery of berm and beachface morphology in the winter months follow-

ing Hurricane Nate (November-April) was gradual with only a 3% increase in berm

volume (i.e., the beach profile area above the elevation of the MHW) observed over this

time. Vertical aggradation of the berm during this period was negligible, which was

likely due to limited swash exceedance above the berm crest [Dubois, 1988, Phillips

et al., 2019]. Reconstruction of surf and swash zone morphology to post-Harvey con-

ditions (+1 week) following storm reset by Hurricane Nate (+6 weeks) was nearly

complete by April 2017 (+8 months).

UAV-SfM photogrammetry is shown here to be capable of resolving subtle com-
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plexities in the alongshore variability of beach recovery following storm reset. The

morphology of the barrier beach the year prior to the storm (September 2016) shows

that the seasonal (or equilibrium) morphology at this field site is characterized by an

approximately alongshore homogeneous elevation in the backshore and linear berm

crest (Figure 6.5a). While the alongshore position of the berm crests at +1 week and

+8 months was nearly linear, reconstruction of the berm crest did not occur uniformly

in the alongshore. Alongshore variability of berm recovery was likely promoted by

different rates of bar welding, which also appeared to influence the location of the

secondary berm crest (Figure 6.6a). The progressive widening of the topographic de-

pression in the backshore and subsequent erosion of storm deposits across the berm

over the 8 months following the storm was the result of aeolian processes as swash

exceedence above the elevation of the berm crest appears to have been limited during

this time. The general lowering of elevation across the backshore and reworking of

storm deposits by aeolian processes did not significantly contribute to dune growth

(Figure 6.6b-c), but rather appears to have served more as a sediment source for berm

reconstruction.

Overall, the sequence of beach evolution at Matagorda Peninsula following Hur-

ricane Harvey is in good agreement with Stage 1 of beach recovery as defined by

Morton [1994] for sandy beaches along the southeastern Texas coast, which includes

berm reconstruction and beachface steepening over the course of several months to

upwards of one year. Interestingly, storm sequencing appears to have enhanced the

recovery of subaerial beach morphology through simultaneous erosion of the surf and

swash zones. This study demonstrates the utility of UAV-SfM photogrammetry as a

low-budget, high resolution geospatial survey tool for use in beach recovery studies.

Despite its general ease of use and broad applicability for reconstruction of coastal
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and tidal environments [Anderson et al., 2019], we found in this study that the qual-

ity of UAV-SfM products can be limited by poor placement of GCPs, anthropogenic

influences (e.g., bystanders moving GCPs), high relfectivity due to interstitial water

or proximity to shorelines, and variable cloud cover during surveys. Further advances

in UAV survey tools show potential to eliminate some of these limitations (i.e., the

development of UAVs equipped with RTK-GPS technology), however detailed studies

are needed to better address challenges related to the capture and photogrammetric

processing of imagery collected in coastal environments.

6.5 Conclusions

This chapter related field data of the geomorphological and sedimentological impacts

of Hurricane Harvey across a barrier island cut to in-situ measurements of storm hy-

drodynamics. Morphological changes to the barrier beach were small in scale during

this relatively low-surge event and included erosion of the beachface, landward migra-

tion of the berm crest (∼75 m), and sediment accretion (∼45 cm) in the backshore.

The majority of storm impacts appear to be wave-driven features, likely forced by

the combined action of IG waves superimposed on storm surge. However, prolonged

periods of elevated water levels in the back-barrier bay complicates the interpretation

of the hydrodynamic forcing leading to the generation of storm morphology.

The recovery of the barrier beach following storm impact was tracked using UAV-

SfM techniques in conjunction with RTK-GPS beach profile surveys. The majority

of berm reconstruction occurred in the 6 week period following the storm, coincident

with two periods of elevated coastal water levels due to far-field sequential hurricanes

making landfall in the GOM (>700 km to the east). In contrast, the evolution of

backshore morphology to pre-storm conditions was more gradual as aeolian processes
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worked to redistribute storm deposits into a more homogeneous elevation across the

berm.

As barrier-island cuts represent structural weaknesses for barrier islands as they

are preferentially breached during storms, this study highlights the importance of IG

waves and back-barrier processes to the morphological evolution of these geologically-

significant island features during hurricanes, as well as demonstrates the potential

constructive influence of sequential storms to the subaerial recovery of barrier beaches.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Summary of conclusions

Field observations of wave, current, and sediment dynamics close to shore during

extreme storms are rare. Overestimation of storm processes in morphodynamic mod-

els highlight a need for high-resolution field data during storm impact to improve

and validate model forecasts of coastal storm hazards. To address this data and

knowledge gap, this thesis provided new field data, methodological frameworks, and

detailed analysis of water levels, currents, and sediment transport during hurricane

impact with the objective of improving the characterization of storm processes driving

morphological change.

The fate of IG waves in the very nearshore during high energy events is not well

documented or understood and is crucial toward improving understanding of the role

of IG waves in sediment suspension and flux. Observations of wave fields on either

side of two barrier islands during Hurricane Harvey (2017) highlighted frequency-

dependent trends in IG wave dynamics with the landward extension of the surf zone

during dune collision and overwash. At one location, IG waves were observed to

propagate across an elevated barrier island cut for a period of 5 hours during island

overwash. The energy content of IG waves was largely modified across the barrier-

island cut, with an average 85% reduction in variance over all IG frequencies. Spatial

changes in IG energy varied with frequency which could be the result of changing water
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depths, nonlinear energy transfers, energy dissipation through wave breaking, or wave

reflection. In the surf zone, IG waves grew in height due to nonlinear triad interactions

with sea-swell waves. Temporal variability in nonlinear coupling between sea-swell

and IG waves was found to be frequency-dependent with wave growth concentrated at

high IG frequencies (0.01-0.04 Hz) during weakly energetic conditions and at low IG

frequencies (0.003-0.01 Hz) proximate to hurricane landfall (high energy conditions).

It is generally expected that the longer the IG wave period, the farther onshore the

water can travel during coastal inundation. The results of this study show that the

energy content and period of IG waves vary spatially and temporally during hurricane

impact which likely influences the extent of coastal inundation, overwash sediment

flux, and resulting morphological change.

Measurements of hydrodynamic and meteorological forcing in nearshore and bay

environments during Hurricane Harvey provided new insights into processes that con-

tribute to coastal flooding during hurricane impact. Relatively high-amplitude fluc-

tuations of the total water level (O(40) cm in height) at very-low frequencies (∼0.4-3

mHz, 5-42 min periods) were observed in the surf zone episodically throughout the

storm. It was demonstrated that the largest VLF wave motions (>16 cm in am-

plitude) were typically preceded by sudden changes in atmospheric forcing (pressure

and wind) associated with radially-propagating tropical cyclone rainbands. It is thus

hypothesized that many instances of VLF variability in surf zone water levels during

Hurricane Harvey can be classified as atmospherically-generated resonantly-amplified

long waves (i.e., meteotsunamis). Based on this classification, field observations in-

dicate that meteotsunamis are more ubiquitous along the open coast during tropical

cyclones than tidal gauge records suggest due to the highly localized conditions neces-

sary to enable meteotsunami propagation into tidal inlets, harbors, and coastal bays.
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This study illuminated, perhaps for the first time, the potential for meteotsunamis

to serve as a flood hazard along this coastline during storms via the initiation of

extreme wave runup, modulation of storm processes (e.g., overwash), and resonant

amplification through tidal inlets and in coastal bays.

To gain insight into the physical processes shaping coastal systems during ex-

treme storms, in-situ measurements of storm hydrodynamics during Hurricane Harvey

were related to post-storm subaerial and sedimentological observations of geomorphic

storm impacts across a barrier island cut. Morphological changes to the barrier beach

were found to be small in scale during this relatively low-surge event and appear to

be primarily wave-driven features, likely forced by the combined action of IG waves

superimposed on storm surge. However, prolonged periods of elevated water levels

in the back-barrier bay complicates the interpretation of the hydrodynamic forcing

leading to the generation of storm morphology. The morphologic recovery of the

barrier-island cut was tracked over the 8 months following the storm using beach

profile surveys in conjunction with UAV-SfM techniques. The majority of beach re-

covery took place over a 6 week period immediately following the storm, coincident

with two periods of elevated coastal water levels due to far-field sequential hurricanes

striking elsewhere in the GOM. As barrier-island cuts represent structural weaknesses

for barrier islands as they are preferentially breached during storms, this study high-

lights the importance of IG waves and back-barrier processes to the morphological

evolution of these geologically-significant island features during hurricanes, as well as

demonstrates the potential constructive influence of sequential storms to the subaerial

recovery of barrier beaches.
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7.2 Key contributions

This thesis provided new insights into the physical processes that contribute to coastal

flooding and drive morphological change during hurricane impact. Toward this effort,

the major contributions of this thesis include:

• The development and successful deployment of a new instrument array for mea-

surement of in-situ hydrodynamics during hurricane attack.

• An improved characterization of IG wave transformation in the very nearshore

and into the back-barrier bay during island overwash.

• Field measurement of VLF variability in nearshore and bay water levels during

hurricane impact. This study proposed that VLF variability in nearshore water

levels can in some instances be classified as small-amplitude meteotsunamis.

Furthermore, it was suggested that when amplified, this VLF variability in

water level may present a flood hazard along the open coast that is not well

characterized by tidal gauge observations in harbors, inlets, and bays.

• New insights into the relative importance and competing influence of wave-

driven and back-barrier processes to the morphological evolution of barrier-

island cuts during hurricane impact.

• Demonstration of the constructive influence of sequential far-field storms to the

subaerial recovery of barrier beaches along this coastline.

• A new formulation for assessing significant nonlinear interactions using multita-

per bispectral estimation. This method of bispectral estimation is particularly

well suited to analysis of signals with a large dynamic range in short (sta-
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tionary) time records, and therefore the theoretical formulation has potential

applications across the applied sciences.

7.3 Broader implications and future work

The primary goal of this thesis was to improve characterization of storm processes

such that they can be better represented in numerical models used to predict coastal

hazards. Toward this effort, results obtained in this thesis are being incorporated

into validation studies of morphodynamic models. Specifically, measurements of to-

tal water levels at the Matagorda Peninsula field site are being used to benchmark

FUNWAVE-TVD, a fully nonlinear Boussinesq wave model capable of simulating

wave propagation from deep water to the shoreline for prediction of coastal inunda-

tion [Kirby et al., 1998, Shi et al., 2012]. The FUNWAVE-TVD model is coupled with

the ADvanced CIRCulation Model (ADCIRC, [Luettich Jr et al., 1992]) for simula-

tion of hurricane storm surge and wind fields, but additionally incorporates modules

that can simulate sediment transport, morphological change, and the generation of

meteotsunamis from atmospheric pressure anomalies. A fully nonlinear Boussinesq

model is necessary for comparison to the results outlined in this thesis due to the

strong nonlinearities observed in the surf zone (e.g., higher-order interactions be-

tween IG and sea-swell waves) and IG wave transformations that are hypothesized to

occur during overwash (e.g., wave reflection, breaking, nonlinear shoaling, and triad

interactions).

Hurricane Harvey provided the first opportunity to test the instrumentation, de-

ployment strategies, and protocols developed as part of this thesis for field measure-

ment of in-situ hydrodynamics during storm impact. In learning from this inaugural

deployment and the research needs highlighted in this thesis, future field investi-
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gations should incorporate a higher density of current meters in the surf zone and

across both barrier-island field sites in order to better characterize low-frequency wave

transformation during coastal inundation. There is also a need for high-resolution de-

vices capable of tracking the bed elevation in real-time in order to better link storm

hydrodynamics with sedimentology and morphological change.

Finally, the results of this thesis have particular relevance for the design of surge

protection and coastal management strategies in the Houston-Galveston region. The

observed dominance of IG wave energy during island overwash in this study suggests

that IG waves likely play a significant role in the erosion of coastal infrastructure

(e.g., dunes, seawalls, and sand nourishments) along this coastline during relatively

low-surge events. More detailed studies of sand suspension and transport during hur-

ricane impact are needed to elucidate the role of IG waves in cross-shore sediment

flux for variable surge levels and wave forcing. It is also unclear to what extent

IG waves (superimposed on storm surge) contribute to the damage of transporta-

tion infrastructure (e.g., roads, piers, and bridges) during storms. Multi-disciplinary

studies that incorporate sensing of nearshore wave fields and force loads on trans-

portation infrastructure during storm impact are needed to inform fragility and risk

assessments. Lastly, the potential hazard associated with resonant amplification of

hurricane-induced meteotsunamis due to narrowing of tidal inlets and harbours along

the upper Texas coast should be considered when evaluating the viability of storm

surge mitigation strategies both within Galveston Bay [Torres et al., 2017b] and at

the coast [Jonkman et al., 2015], as well as modification to existing coastal structures

such as the Freeport, TX locks.
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Appendix A

Zero-level bicoherence using the multitaper
technique

A.1 Estimation of the power spectrum

To estimate the direct power spectral density (PSD) function Ŝ(f) – that is, the

variance per unit bandwidth of a random (stochastic) time-invariant (stationary)

discretely sampled process – we employ Thomson’s adaptive multitaper spectral esti-

mator [Rahim et al., 2014, Thomson, 1982]. This spectral estimator was selected over

traditional windowed overlapped segment average (WOSA) methods (e.g., Welch’s

method, [Welch, 1967]) and other multitaper techniques [Barbour and Parker, 2014,

Riedel and Sidorenko, 1995] as it offers superior resolution at infragravity frequen-

cies in short stationary time records. The multitaper estimates used in this study

are generated using the weighted average of multiple direct spectral estimates, each

computed using a single taper from an orthogonal family of functions: namely, the

discrete prolate spheroidal wave functions (or Slepian sequences). Herein we review

the theoretical foundation of the multitaper technique of spectral estimation as an

introduction for the novice user. Particular emphasis is placed on Thomson’s adap-

tive multitaper method as it is further utilized for estimation of higher order spectra,

as detailed in Section A.2.
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A.1.1 Windowing functions

Here, the term taper a(t) refers to a data window (or series of weights) applied to

N discrete measurements of a realization of a stationary time series x(t) prior to

calculation of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT):

Ŝ(f) =

∣∣∣∣∣
N−1∑
t=0

a(t)x(t) e−i2πft

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (A.1)

We refer to the Fourier transform of a(t) as the spectral windowing function A(f).

The classic periodogram can be described by Equation A.1 by letting a(t) = 1/
√
N ,

the solution being that the spectrum is estimated by the squared magnitude of the

DFT at frequency f , tapered by a single rectangular (boxcar) taper [Schuster, 1898,

Stokes, 1879]. The resulting spectral estimate has two major defects: it is biased

and has large variance [Thomson, 1977, 1982]. In addition, the raw periodogram is

an inconsistent statistical estimator, meaning the variance of the periodogram, which

goes as ' 1 · S(f)2, is independent of sample size [Rayleigh, 1903].

Bias in the periodogram takes the form of spectral leakage whereby power is

smeared from strong peaks to neighboring frequency bands of lower power due to

convolution of the true spectrum with a sinc-squared kernel. This naive windowing

function has a broad central lobe and a succession of smaller sidelobes, which allows

energy from distant frequencies to bias the spectral estimate in the band of interest.

Tapers with a more concentrated Fourier transform are therefore employed to suppress

this spectral leakage. A good taper is designed to have a spectral windowing function

that exhibits a narrow central lobe and low-amplitude sidelobes, which serves to

localize the frequency content during convolution. Once the resolution bandwidth

W of the windowing function is chosen (1/N < W ≤ 1/2), the fraction of energy
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within the passband (−W,W ) relative to the total energy from (−1/2, 1/2)∗ can be

expressed as

λ(N,W ) =

∫ W

−W
|A(f)|2 df∫ 1/2

−1/2
|A(f)|2 df

, (A.2)

which has a maximum value of unity. The optimal taper to minimize bias will maxi-

mize Equation A.2 [Prieto et al., 2007].

The choice of taper for a particular time series is a trade-off between bias and

variance and in all cases results in the loss of data at the edges of the window.

Discrete prolate spheroidal sequences, also known as Slepian tapers, are a family of

tapers that exhibit excellent bias reduction properties stemming from eigenvalues λk

very close to unity for the first K = 2NW − 1 sequences [Slepian, 1978, Thomson,

2000]. The set of K Slepian tapers v(k)t (N,W ) are the eigenvector solutions to the

symmetric Toeplitz matrix eigenvalue equation

λkv
(k)
t =

N−1∑
t=0

sin(2πW (t− t′))
π(t− t′)

v
(k)
t′ (N,W ), for k = 0, 1, ..., K − 1 (A.3)

and are real, orthonormal sequences on [0, N − 1]. In the frequency domain, the

Slepian functions are orthonormal on [−1/2, 1/2) and orthogonal on (−W,W ) [Rahim,

2014, Thomson, 1982]. Slepian tapers were selected as the ideal data windows for

use in this study, however sinusoidal tapers [Barbour and Parker, 2014, Riedel and

Sidorenko, 1995] and a hamming window were also evaluated during sensitivity test-

ing.

Variance in the periodogram cannot be improved by tapering. Rather, once a

taper is selected and the periodogram of the tapered record is obtained, variance

∗Alternatively, given the sampling frequency Fs, the total energy is summed over the interval

(−Fs/2, Fs/2).
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can be reduced via convolution with a smoothing window (bandwidth averaging),

averaging overlapped segments (WOSA), or through the use of multiple orthogonal

windows [Rahim, 2014]. In this study, smoothing of the periodogram is accomplished

within the multitaper method and not through ad hoc post processing, as elaborated

upon below.

A.1.2 Multitaper method

Here we consider a time series x(t) where data is available for N samples, spaced

with unit sampling time, from a real-value zero-mean stationary stochastic process

and thus has a Cramér spectral representation

x(t) =

∫ 1/2

−1/2
e2πift dZ(f) (A.4)

where f is continuous on [−1/2, 1/2) and dZ(f) is the incremental orthogonal pro-

cess [Cramér, 1940, Priestley, 1981]. The true PSD function S(f) of the stochastic

harmonizable process is then given by the second moment of dZ(f)

S(f) df = E[ |dZ(f)|2 ] (A.5)

where E[·] is the expectation operator†. The relationship between dZ(f) and the

Fourier transform of the observations

Y (f) =
N−1∑
t=0

x(t) e−2πift (A.6)

is arrived at by plugging Equation A.4 into Equation A.6

Y (f) =

∫ 1/2

−1/2
DN(f, ξ) dZ(ξ) (A.7)

†Here, E[·] is the sum of all possible values a random variable can assume weighted by its’

probability of occurrence.
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where DN(f, ξ) is the Dirichlet kernel (boxcar taper) modified by a phase shift (ξ):

DN(f, ξ) =
sinNπ(f − ξ)
sinπ(f − ξ)

eπi(f−ξ)(N−1) (A.8)

[Thomson, 1982, 1990]. The estimation analog of the true PSD function is then

Ŝ(f) = |Y (f)|2 (A.9)

(or equivalently Equation A.1) and the naive estimator, the periodogram, is thus

Ŝper(f) =
1

N
Y (f)Y (f)∗ (A.10)

where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. Hence, the leakage effect stems from the

finite duration of x(t) which leads to the convolution of dZ(f) with the Dirichlet

kernel [Percival and Walden, 1993]. As there is no unique solution for the fundamental

equation of spectral estimation (Equation A.7), it is up to the user to select a spectral

estimator that can generate a reliable approximation of the true PSD [Prieto et al.,

2007, Thomson, 1982]. Thus it is advantageous for the user to have some a priori

knowledge of the dynamic range of the true spectrum and frequency content when

evaluating the bias/variance trade-off intrinsic to spectral estimation.

The multitaper method was first introduced by Thomson [1982] and refers to a

class of spectral estimators that use any set of orthogonal sequences as tapers. Thom-

son [1982] showed that if two tapers are orthogonal (their product integrates to 0),

then the discrete spectral estimate from the two tapered realizations are statistically

independent. The multitaper method exploits this finding and thus uses many ta-

pers (normalized to maintain total power correctly) that are optimized to minimize

spectral leakage. In single taper spectral estimates, a large portion of data is dis-

carded at the window edges; the multitaper method therefore offers an advantage as

it partially recovers this data through the use of additional tapers. In comparison to
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WOSA techniques which segments the time series prior to calculation of the DFT,

the multitaper method utilizes the full time series for each spectral estimate and thus

does not result in a loss of frequency resolution. This results in a spectral estimate

with high degrees of freedom (dof) without increasing bandwidth.

The multitaper PSD estimate can be considered an approximate least-squares so-

lution using an eigenfunction expansion. In its simplest form, the multitaper method

can be reduced to the following steps:

1. x(t) is detrended, zero-mean’ed, and then multiplied by a series of orthogonal

tapers,

2. a single periodogram is generated for each tapered window,

3. the tapered periodograms are averaged to estimate the PSD.

Through Steps 1-2, one obtains a set of K eigencoefficients of order k:

Yk(f) =
N−1∑
t=0

x(t) v
(k)
t (N,W ) e−2πift. (A.11)

To reduce variance, the eigenspectrum is then calculated as the average, or in the

“adaptive” case, the weighted average of each individual direct spectral estimate:

ŜMTM(f) =

K−1∑
k=0

d2k(f) |Yk(f)|2

K−1∑
k=0

d2k(f)

. (A.12)

Here, the frequency dependent weights dk down-weight eigencoefficients where leakage

is present and are calculated iteratively from the kth eigenvalues. This adaptive

weighting procedure is described in detail in Thomson [1982] and Percival and Walden

[1993]. It should be noted that while Y0 produces a spectral estimate with the least

amount of spectral leakage, the incorporation of Y1, Y2, Yk in Equation A.12 reduces
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variance (with the tradeoff of increasing spectral leakage) and is thus the preferred

method [Prieto et al., 2007].

Equation A.12 defines the double-sided PSD, and thus the single-sided PSD is

given by 2 · ŜMTM(f) for f ≥ 0. The adaptive multitaper spectral estimate ŜMTM(f)

is distributed as a χ2
v variate where v = 2K are the dof. Because K varies with

frequency using the adaptive weighting procedure described above, the dof are also

frequency dependent. The 95% confidence interval for ŜMTM(f) is the two standard

deviation jackknife estimate of the distribution parameter θ̂. Here, θ̂ is calculated by

systematically leaving out each eigenspectra used to generate Ŝ(f) and then taking

the average of all θ̂ estimates [Thomson, 1984].

The algorithm used herein to generate ŜMTM(f) is provided through package

multitaper in R [Rahim et al., 2014]. In this algorithm, K Slepian tapers are com-

puted for a fixed resolution bandwidthW . The selection ofW is specified by the user

through the time-bandwidth parameter NW , which gives the number of frequency

bins over which the single tapered periodograms are averaged. The selection of the

ideal NW is an iterative process and can be evaluated visually in terms of over- or

under-smoothing of the PSD: if NW is too large, frequency resolution will suffer,

and if NW is too small, there will be poor sidelobe leakage protection [Rahim, 2014,

Thomson, 1990]. One typically selects NW = 4 to 6 as a starting point [Thomson,

2000] with K ≈ 2NW − 1. Note that through the adaptive weighting procedure,

K represents the upper limit on the number of tapers averaged over each passband.

Sensitivity analysis for multitaper parameter selection for use in this thesis is detailed

in Section A.4.

Detrending of input time series is accomplished through expansion of the time

series onto the Slepian sequences, resulting in the removal of a first order polynomial
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trend [Rahim, 2014, Thomson, 1982]. We found that this technique offers a slight

improvement over the more common least-squares fit. Zero-padding is used in the

FFT algorithm to twice the next power of 2 to refine the frequency scale (via inter-

polation of the PSD). Note that this does not increase the fundamental frequency

resolution, but rather by increasing the frequency spacing helps to fill in the shape of

the spectrum and therefore locate the frequency of a spectral peak more precisely.

A.1.3 Thomson’s F-test variance ratio

An advantage of using Slepian tapers in conjunction with the multitaper method is

that it allows for calculation of Thomson’s harmonic F-test variance ratio, a statistical

technique which tests for single frequency line components embedded in colored noise

[Thomson, 1982]. Like eigenvalue decomposition, this method of harmonic analysis

allows for the decomposition of a time series into “signal" and “noise" components.

Harmonic analysis differs from spectral estimation in that it is the study of properties

relating to the first moment of dZ(f) whereas spectral analysis examines the second

and higher moments. In this respect, we consider the stationary stochastic incremen-

tal process dZ(f) plus a non-zero mean function that contains periodic terms and

perhaps a polynomial trend. Therefore, for a single line component at frequency f0,

the eigencoefficients have a non-zero expected value

E[Yk(f)] = µVk(N,W ; f − f0) (A.13)

where Vk(N,W ; f − f0) are the Slepian functions and the mean µ can be estimated

as µ̂ using point regression at f = f0

µ̂(f) =

K−1∑
k=1

Vk(0) Yk(f)

K−1∑
k=1

V 2
k (0)

. (A.14)
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The F-test can then be expressed as the ratio of variance within the passband (f −

W, f + W ) explained by the line component (signal) to the estimate of the residual

background spectrum (noise), scaled by the dof

F (f) =

(K − 1) |µ̂|2
K−1∑
k=1

Vk(N,W ; 0)2

K−1∑
k=1

|Yk(f)− µ̂(f) Vk(N,W ; 0)|2
. (A.15)

Herein we use the F-test to refine the multitaper spectral parameters (NW and K)

based on the maximum F-test value observed over the infragravity band (Section

A.4). In this assessment, the spectrum is not zero-padded and a significance level of

∼ 1−1/N is used [Thomson, 2000]. We confirm the credence of the maximum F-test

value through comparison of spectral peaks within the PSD at the same frequencies

[Thomson, 1982].

A.2 Estimation of bispectra and bicoherence

The PSD is the defacto tool for examining the frequency representation of a stochastic

signal, however only a Gaussian process can be completely described by its second-

order properties. Higher-order spectral analysis (HOSA) is the study of higher-order

(greater than two) moments or cumulants and can be employed to statistically char-

acterize the non-Gaussianity of a stochastic signal. Here, non-Gaussianity refers to

the transformation of a Gaussian signal due to non-linear interactions within the sys-

tem and is identified through the frequency domain expansion of the third moment

(or cumulant), namely the bispectral density function, and in normalized form, the

bicoherence.

For a real-valued stationary signal x(t), the jth moment is defined as

µj = E[xj(t)] , (A.16)
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where as before E[·] denotes the expected value. Here we assume that the process

is zero-mean and thus the first moment is zero. Higher-order moments include the

variance (µ2), a representation of the power in a signal; skewness (µ3), a measure of

the asymmetry of the PDF; and kurtosis (µ4), the degree of sharpness (or shape) of

the PDF. As HOSA is intended for use in identifying non-Gaussianity, it is desirable

that the value of the higher order moments are zero for a Gaussian process (i.e. the

phases of the Fourier coefficients are random and independent). However, Gaussian

signals generally have non-zero values for even moments. To circumvent this, HOSA

typically employs the cumulants of a PDF, mathematically defined as the power series

expansion of the natural logarithm of the moment-generating function. For a real-

valued process, the first three moments are equivalent to the first three cumulants

and therefore both can be used to describe third-order spectra [Collis et al., 1998].

As before, we use a Cramer representation of a stationary discrete time process

(with unit sampling time) to define the bispectral density function (or bispectrum)

as the third order cumulant of the increment process dZ(f)

B(f1, f2) = cum[dZ(f1), dZ(f2), dZ(f3)] (A.17)

where f1 +f2 +f3 = 0. Whereas the power spectrum is a frequency domain decompo-

sition of the power in a signal, the bispectrum is the decomposition of the skewness.

The bispectrum is complex valued and can therefore be used to detect phase coupling

between the frequency components at f1, f2, and f1 + f2 (herein referred to as f3).

Interpretation of the bispectrum for is detailed in Chapter 4. Due to the symmetrical

properties of the bispectrum, it is sufficient to evaluate the triangular region defined

by f1, f2 > 0 and f2 < f1.

The estimation analog of Equation A.17, the biperiodogram, is found in the usual
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way via the Fourier transform (Equation A.6)

B̂per(f1, f2) =
1

N
Y (f1)Y (f2)Y (f3)

∗ , (A.18)

where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate‡. The variance of the biperiodogram for a

Gaussian signal can be approximated as

var[B̂per(f1, f2)]G ' N · S(f1)S(f2)S(f3) (A.19)

where S(f) is the true power spectral density. Thus, the biperiodogram is anticonsis-

tent as the variance increases with sample size. To address this problem, bispectral

estimation typically involves segmentation of the data record of length N into m

segments of length L followed by ensemble averaging of the individual bispectral es-

timates. Similar to Welch’s method of power spectrum estimation, this results in a

reduction in frequency resolution from 1/N to 1/L.

A.2.1 Adaptive multitaper approach for bispectral estimation

Following Thomson [1989] and Birkelund and Hanssen [2000], the multitaper bispec-

tral estimator (MBE) is a time-average of the products of “complex demodulates"§,

which can be written as the weighted sum of all combinations of the Slepian-tapered

biperiodograms

B̂MTM(f1, f2) =
1

U ′3

K−1∑
j,k,l=0

B̂(j,k,l)(f1, f2) P (j, k, l) . (A.20)

The tapered biperiodogram of order (j, k, l) is given by

B̂(j,k,l)(f1, f2) = X̂j(f1)X̂k(f2)X̂
∗
l (f3) , (A.21)

‡An equivalent representation of Equation A.10 is Ŝper(f1) =
1
N Y (f1)Y (f2)

∗ for f1 + f2 = 0.
§Here complex demodulation refers to effective band-filtering of the time series by the Slepian

sequences over the frequency band (f −W, f +W ), as a function of time.
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where the expansion coefficients X̂k are the raw eigencoefficients Yk (from the mul-

titaper power spectral estimate, Equation A.11) modified by the adaptive weight

functions dk: X̂k(f) = dk(f)Yk(f). The remaining terms in Equation A.20 include

P (j, k, l), a three-dimensional weighting function composed of the Slepian tapers v(k)t

P (j, k, l) =
N−1∑
t=0

v
(j)
t (N,W ) v

(k)
t (N,W ) v

(l)
t (N,W ) , (A.22)

and a normalization constant U ′3, which ensures an unbiased estimator

U ′3(f1, f2) =
K−1∑
j,k,l=0

P 2(j, k, l) dj(f1)dk(f2)dl(f3) . (A.23)

As in Birkelund and Hanssen [2000], we have chosen to incorporate the weight func-

tions in Equation A.23 in order to make the normalization bi-frequency selective.

This normalization was found to be in good agreement with the theoretical variance

reduction of the MBE, as elaborated below (Figure A.1). The MBE algorithm devel-

oped for use in this study was written in Matlab® with inputs Yk, dk, v
(k)
t , and Ŝ(f)

computed using package multitaper in R [Rahim et al., 2014]. Parallelization of

the algorithm was completed to enable multi-core (single node) computations, which

reduced run times to approximately 15 minutes for the data records used in this

thesis.

Thomson [1989] showed that the variance of the multitaper bispectral estimate

can be approximated as

EG[|B̂MTM(f1, f2)|2] ≈
1

3NW 2
· S(f1)S(f2)S(f3) (A.24)

for a Gaussian process with a slowly varying spectrum within the fixed bandwidth

W . While the MBE produces an unbiased consistent¶ estimate of the bispectrum,

¶The MBE is consistent in the sense that the variance goes to zero with increasing NW (and

therefore K) and is unbiased because E[B̂MTM (f1, f2)] ≈ B(f1, f2).
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Equation A.34 indicates that obtaining an estimate with low variance requires a large

time-bandwidth product. Following Birkelund and Hanssen [2000], we illustrate this

NW dependence by evaluating the ratio of the theoretical variance of the biperi-

odogram to the MBE variance for a white zero-mean Gaussian process with unity

variance and N=64 samples. This results in var[B̂per(f1, f2)] ' 64. Figure A.1 shows

the variance reduction of the MBE for a range of time-bandwidth products (each with

2NW tapers), plotted against Thomson [1989]’s theoretical variance reduction factor

3(NW )2. Clearly, the largest reduction in variance is achieved with large NW (and

therefore large K). Thomson’s alternative normalization constant γ, which omits the

weight functions dk, was also evaluated but as shown in Figure A.1, clearly deviates

from the theoretical variance reduction factor.

A.3 Bicoherence

Bicoherence is a normalized measure of the bispectrum used to evaluate the degree of

coupling within a three wave system. Analogous to coherence for the power spectrum,

bicoherence is a statistic that serves to reduce the influence of the power spectrum

in calculation of the bispectrum. While several normalizations exist (e.g. Haubrich

[1965] and Kim and Powers [1979]), Elgar and Guza [1988] showed that the statistics

of bicoherence are independent of the normalization used. Here we adopt Haubrich

[1965]’s normalization and define bicoherence as

b̂MTM(f1, f2) =
|M̂3(f1, f2)|√

M̂2(f1)M̂2(f2)M̂2(f3)
, (A.25)

where M̂2(f1) and M̂3(f1, f2) are the estimated second and third moments of the

stochastic process and are related to the multitaper power spectral and bispectral
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Figure A.1 : Variance reduction of the MBE for white Gaussian data (N = 64), shown
for a range of time-bandwidth products (NW ). Bispectral estimates were generated
using two normalization constants (U ′3, γ) and each was plotted against Thomson
[1989]’s theoretical variance reduction factor (adapted from Birkelund and Hanssen
[2000]).

estimates by

M̂2(f) = ŜMTM(f)/N (A.26)

and

M̂3(f1, f2) = B̂MTM(f1, f2)/N
2 . (A.27)

While this definition differs from Haubrich [1965] and others [Collis et al., 1998, Elgar

and Guza, 1988, Kim and Powers, 1979], in these studies the bispectrum is defined as

the segment-averaged third moment B̂(f1, f2) = M̂3(f1, f2) = E[X(f1)X(f2)X
∗(f3)]

where X(f) = 1
N

N−1∑
t=0

x(t)e−2πift, and is not equivalent to the process bispectral esti-
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mate from the MBE (Equation A.20). Bicoherence, as defined in Equation A.25, is

bound between 0 and 1 and is used to detect quadratic phase-coupled (QPC) har-

monics – that is, the frequency and phase coupling of harmonics at sum and difference

frequencies (i.e. f3 = f1 + f2 and φ3 = φ1 + φ2). Values will be close to unity when

wave-wave interactions have taken place and close to zero if the three modes are inde-

pendent. The squared bicoherence b̂2(f1, f2) gives the fraction of power at f3 due to

the quadratic coupling of f1 and f2 and is used to make decisions on non-Gaussianity

within a system [Kim and Powers, 1979].

Given the expectation operation in Equation A.25, it is necessary to take the

segment average of M̂2(f1) and M̂3(f1, f2) if the periodogram and biperiodogram are

used; otherwise the bicoherence will be identically 1. Most studies adopt this approach

and additionally incorporate data tapering (e.g., Hamming window) to reduce spectral

leakage [Collis et al., 1998, Swami et al., 2003]. Hereafter, we refer to the method of

ensemble averaging of the biperiodogram and periodogram (independent of tapering)

as “traditional " methods of spectral estimation.

Segmentation of the data record is again a balance between variance reduction

and frequency resolution. Additionally, the number of segments determines the dof of

b̂(f1, f2). Following Blackman and Tukey [1958], the segment-averaged biperiodogram

has 2 dof for each direct spectral estimate (sum of two squares, the imaginary and

real part of the discrete Fourier transform) and therefore v = 2m where m are the

number of segments. The MBE has 2K dof for each spectral estimate and therefore

v = 2Km where K are the number of tapers. Note that while the MBE involves

expectation operations without segmentation, ensemble averaging of segments is the

preferred method to further reduce variance in the bispectral estimate [Birkelund

et al., 2001, Thomson, 1989]. Using this approach, M̂2(f) and M̂3(f1, f2) in Equation
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A.25 are replaced with A[M̂2(f1)] and A[M̂3(f1, f2)], but for simplicity this notation

is omitted herein.

A.3.1 Zero-level bicoherence for the multitaper method

Recalling that 1) a discretely sampled Gaussian process with truly independent modes

will have a non-zero bispectrum due to its finite length, and 2) nonlinear interactions

are associated with non-zero values of bicoherence, it is clear that confidence limits on

zero bicoherence are needed to distinguish significant nonlinear interactions. Haubrich

[1965] suggested that the estimated squared bicoherence b̂2(f1, f2) for a Gaussian

process, which has a true b2(f1, f2)=0, using the segment-averaged biperiodogram

and periodogram will approach a chi-square distribution χ2
ν with parameter ν=2 in

the limit of large degrees of freedom (dof). The positive bias of this estimator can be

approximated as [Elgar and Sebert, 1989]

E[b̂2(f1, f2)] = 2/dof (1− b2(f1, f2))2 , (A.28)

which for Gaussian data and m segments reduces to

EG[b̂2(f1, f2)] = 1/m (A.29)

where dof=2m [Haubrich, 1965]. From the properties of a χ2
2 distribution, it can

then be shown that the 95% significance level on zero squared bicoherence using this

technique is approximately 6/dof.

It was later demonstrated numerically by Elgar and Guza [1988] that the distri-

bution of b̂2(f1, f2) for a Gaussian process is not sensitive to smoothing operations

(to increase the dof) and remains χ2
2 distributed even at low dof (dof=32). While this

study only evaluated the smoothing effect of ensemble averaging and frequency merg-

ing, the multitaper bispectral estimator (MBE) acts as an ideal normalized hexagonal
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smoothing window in the bi-frequency domain [Birkelund et al., 2001]. Furthermore,

given that the multitaper eigencoefficients are likewise individually distributed as

complex Gaussian [Thomson, 1982], we expect the squared bicoherence using the

segment-averaged MBE to be asymptotically χ2
2 distributed for b2(f1, f2)=0. To aid

in discussion, this hypothesis will initially be accepted and the goodness of fit of a χ2
2

distribution will be addressed thereafter.

The estimated squared bicoherence using the multitaper technique is defined here

as

b̂2mt(f1, f2) =
|M̂3(f1, f2)|2

E[M̂2(f1)]E[M̂2(f2)]E[M̂2(f3)]
, (A.30)

where M̂2(f) and M̂3(f1, f2) are the estimated second and third moments and are

related to the multitaper power spectral Ŝmt(f) and bispectral estimates B̂mt(f1, f2)

by

M̂2(f) = Ŝmt(f)/N (A.31)

and

M̂3(f1, f2) = B̂mt(f1, f2)/N
2 , (A.32)

where N is the length of the data record [Birkelund et al., 2001]. While this defi-

nition of squared bicoherence differs from Haubrich [1965] and others [Collis et al.,

1998, Elgar and Guza, 1988, Kim and Powers, 1979], in these studies the bispec-

trum is defined as the segment-averaged third moment B̂(f1, f2) = M̂3(f1, f2) =

E[X(f1)X(f2)X
∗(f3)], where X(f) = 1

N

N−1∑
n=0

x[n]e−i2πfn is the Fourier transform of n

discrete observations, and is not equivalent to the process bispectral estimate from

the MBE (see Equations 7-9 in Thomson [1989]). As in Kim and Powers [1979], we

neglect the statistical variability of the denominator in Equation A.30 – that is, we

use the true value of S(f) instead of the estimated value – and thus the expectation of
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the multitaper squared bicoherence can be recast in terms of the process bispectrum

as

E[b̂2mt(f1, f2)] '
1

N
E[|B̂mt(f1, f2)|2] . (A.33)

Using Thomson [1989]’s approximation for the variance of the MBE for Gaussian

data,

EG[|B̂mt(f1, f2)|2] ≈
1

3NW 2
· S(f1)S(f2)S(f3) , (A.34)

it follows that for m segments

EG[b̂2mt(f1, f2)] '
1

3(NW )2m
. (A.35)

Notably, the predicted bias of b̂2(f1, f2) (Equation A.28) is reduced by 3(NW )2 us-

ing the multitaper technique. Thereby in the limit of large dof for χ2
2 distributed

b̂2mt(f1, f2), we propose that the 95% significance level for zero squared bicoherence

is approximately 1/(NW )2m or alternatively 6K/3(NW )2·dof for K tapers where

dof=2Km. This is simply the 6/dof confidence bound proposed by Haubrich [1965],

scaled by K/3(NW )2 to incorporate the increased dof and enhanced smoothing ef-

fect of the MBE. As elaborated below, this formulation only holds for K=2NW but

provides a reasonable estimate for NW<K<2NW when recast as 1/(K/2)2m.

Following the methodology of Elgar and Guza [1988], we test this proposed for-

mulation for a synthetic time series of 32,768 values from a zero mean unit variance

Gaussian process, divided into 64 records containing 512 data points each. The 95%

significance levels for zero bicoherence (the square-root of the proposed formulation)

are plotted against dof in Figure A.2a for both adaptive (o) and non-adaptive (x) mul-

titaper bicoherence estimates. The adaptive multitaper estimate is generated using

a weighted average of Slepian-tapered biperiodograms whereas the non-adaptive es-

timate incorporates all K tapers. Theoretical values for two typical time-bandwidth
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Figure A.2 : a) The 95% significance level for zero bicoherence as a function of degrees
of freedom (dof) for the adaptive (o) and non-adaptive (x) MBE. Theoretical signifi-
cance levels are represented by lines (yellow, blue) for typical time-bandwidth prod-
ucts (NW=2,3) with K=2NW tapers, as is the 95% confidence bound (dashed) for
the traditional segment-averaged technique detailed by Haubrich [1965]; b) quantile-
quantile plot of b̂2mt(f1, f2) using the adaptive MBE for NW=3 (K=6) versus a the-
oretical gamma distribution (equivalently a scaled χ2

2 distribution) given by shape
parameter α=ν/2 and scaled by parameter β=1/3(NW )2m; and c) the maximum-
likelihood estimate fit of a gamma distribution (parameters in Table A.1) to b̂2mt(f1, f2)
(NW=3, K=6).

products (NW=2,3) and corresponding K=2NW tapers are represented by solid

lines (yellow and blue, respectively). Additionally, data are shown for a single case of

K<2NW (NW=3, K=4). The theoretical 95% significance level given by Haubrich

[1965] is also included for comparison of the multitaper technique to traditional meth-
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ods.

As shown in Figure A.2a, the proposed theoretical formulation matches the cal-

culated values of zero-level bicoherence well, even at low dof (dof=32) for MBE es-

timators where K=2NW (yellow, blue). Significance levels decrease only slightly as

the bandwidth over which the estimate is smoothed increases. This is visible through

comparison of b̂mt(f1, f2) for NW=2 and NW=3 both using K=4 (adaptive MBE).

Thus it appears that bias reduction between MBE estimators is primarily a func-

tion of the number of tapers. As shown for the case where NW=3 and K=4, the

theoretical approximation using K=4 tapers but a smaller time-bandwidth product

of NW=2 is still a reasonable and conservative estimate for zero level bicoherence.

Therefore, we suggest use of the theoretical confidence limit in the form 1/(K/2)2m

for NW<K<2NW .

The low values of zero-level bicoherence achieved by the MBE stem from both

increased dof and enhanced smoothing over traditional techniques, which is attained

through less segmentation of the data record. For example, for NW=3 (K=6, non-

adaptive), if the true bicoherence is 0.2, more than 32 dof are required to distinguish

this value from zero using the multitaper approach whereas traditional methods re-

quire more than 146 dof. Furthermore, only 3 segments are required to achieve the

0.2 significance level versus 75 segments using traditional techniques. This makes

the MBE particularly useful for identifying significant nonlinear interactions in short

time records.

The 95% confidence bounds for the non-adaptive multitaper bicoherence estimates

(x) are in best agreement with the proposed theoretical formulation, likely because

b̂mt(f1, f2) is calculated using all K tapers. However, the enhanced leakage protection

of the adaptive multitaper approach (via the weighted average of the eigencoefficients)
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Table A.1 : Gamma distribution parameters (α, β) for theoretical and maximum-
likelihood estimates (MLE) of b̂2mt(f1, f2) with confidence limits (CL) for two typical
time bandwidth NW products.

NW αtheor βtheor αMLE [95% CL] βMLE [95% CL]

2 1 0.00130 0.99 [0.98 1.01] 0.00135 [0.00133 0.00137]

3 1 0.00058 0.99 [0.97 1.00] 0.00060 [0.00058 0.00061]

results in lower significance levels for less dof (a shift in observations to the left and

upwards). For this reason, the theoretical formulation, which is calculated using all K

tapers, is a conservative value for significant zero bicoherence when using the adaptive

MBE.

Throughout the preceding analysis, the assumption was made that b̂2mt(f1, f2)

is χ2
2 distributed. The validity of this assertion is tested here by evaluating the

goodness of fit of the b̂2mt(f1, f2) distribution with a two parameter gamma distribution

Γ(α, β) characterized by shape parameter α=1 and scale parameter β=1/3(NW )2m

(here the distribution mean). The χ2
ν distribution is a particular form of the Γ(α, β)

distribution with α=ν/2 and β=2. Here, the distribution of b̂2mt(f1, f2) is transformed

by β=1/3(NW )2m which acts to squeeze the probability density function (PDF). The

goodness of fit of b̂2mt(f1, f2) to this theoretical Γ(α, β) distribution is shown in Figure

A.2b for NW=3 (K=6) through a quantile-quantile plot. The relationship is nearly

linear, with some deviation in the extremities, indicating good agreement between

a scaled χ2
2 distribution and the data. The parameters of the maximum-likelihood

estimate fit of a Γ(α, β) distribution to b̂2mt(f1, f2) are in good agreement with theory

(Table A.1), which is shown for NW=3 (K=6) in Figure A.2c, although the actual

PDF has a longer tail.
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A.4 Sensitivity analysis

Here we detail the sensitivity analysis conducted towards selection of multitaper pa-

rametersNW andK for computation of multitaper spectral estimates for time records

of water levels relevant to this thesis, namely ∼9 min, ∼17 min, ∼34, ∼68, and ∼137

min windows. Sensitivity analysis was performed for NW = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 (each

using 2NW −1 tapers) by graphically evaluating the PSD in terms of over- or under-

smoothing as well as the Thomson F-test, which can be used to locate significant

harmonic components in a data record (not shown). The basic tradeoff for selection

of these parameters is that if NW is too large, frequency resolution will suffer, and

if NW is too small, there will be poor sidelobe leakage protection. Moreover, the

larger the bandwidth W , the greater the dynamic range and higher dof (2 dof per

taper, ∼ 4NW ) of the spectral estimate. Thus, in selection of W (calculated as

W = NW/(N · δT ), we assume that for a given frequency f0 the signal is concen-

trated within the band (f0 − W, f0 + W ) [Rahim, 2014, Thomson, 1990]. Because

we are interested in resolving low-frequency signals in relatively short time records

in this study, the choice of the passband bandwidth 2W – that is, the bandwidth

over which the spectrum is averaged and outside of which energy is suppressed (i.e.,

the frequency resolution) – is particularly important. Here, we elaborate on the logic

behind selection of multitaper parameters for two window sizes (∼ 9 min, ∼ 137 min)

and corresponding signals of interest (IG, VLF).

As shown in Figure A.3a, IG energy is poorly resolved in spectral estimates using

∼9 min time records with NW ≥5, which stems from the corresponding passband

bandwidth encompassing nearly half of the IG band (2W ≥0.0195 Hz, Table A.2).

IG signals are best resolved in ∼9 min segments using NW = 3 which has a passband

bandwidth of 2W = 0.0117 Hz (i.e., averaging about three frequency bins on either
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Figure A.3 : The power spectral density (PSD) for a) ∼9 min, b) ∼17 min, c) ∼34
min, and d)∼137 min records of the instantaneous free surface elevation η+ (incoming
only) in the surf zone at Follets Island proximate to hurricane landfall (-3 hrs) for
a range of time-bandwidth products NW and Slepian tapers K. The PSDs are not
zero-padded and adaptive weighting was used when averaging the eigenfunctions. The
dashed (dotted) lines represent the upper frequency cutoff for IG (VLF) energy.

side of f0), however there are only ∼10 dof at each frequency for this spectral estimate

(using the adaptive weighting procedure, K represents the upper limit on the number

of tapers averaged over each passband). In this thesis, ∼9 min records of water level

are only used to generate bispectra for temporal analysis of the nonlinear interactions

that contribute to IG wave growth (Figure 4.5b,d,f). The eigenspectra computed

using ∼9 min segment are ultimately ensemble averaged over a minimum of ∼68

min to increase the dof and reduce variance in the multitaper bispectral estimate.

As such, the limited dof of individual spectral estimates using ∼9 min time records

should not be used to assess the statistical significance of signals in the corresponding

multitaper bispectral estimate. Rather, the bicoherence (elaborated upon above)

of the multitaper bispectral estimate must be evaluated to distinguish statistically

significant nonlinear interactions.

In this dissertation, ∼137 min time records of water levels were used to characterize

VLF wave motions in the surf zone (Chapter 5). As shown for an example ∼137
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Table A.2 : Multitaper parameters and associated degrees of freedom (dof) and fre-
quency resolution (2W ) for spectral estimates generated from ∼9 min, ∼17 min, ∼34
min, ∼68 min, and ∼137 min records.

∼9 min ∼17 min ∼34 min ∼68 min ∼137 min

NW K dof 2W (Hz)

3 5 10 0.0117 0.0059 0.0029 0.0015 0.0007

4 7 14 0.0156 0.0078 0.0039 0.0020 0.0010

5 9 18 0.0195 0.0098 0.0049 0.0024 0.0012

6 11 22 0.0234 0.0117 0.0059 0.0029 0.0015

7 13 26 0.0273 0.0137 0.0068 0.0034 0.0017

8 15 30 0.0312 0.0156 0.0078 0.0039 0.0020

NW = time-bandwidth product

K = number of Slepian tapers

W = half bandwidth, W = NW/(N ·∆T )

min time record at landfall in Figure A.3d, the VLF peak is resolved for NW ≤ 6.

However, statistically significant F-test statistics were only observed for spectral peaks

in the VLF band at f = 0.73 mHz (>90% confidence) and f = 1.8 mHz (>99%

confidence) using NW ≥ 5. Therefore, we choose to utilize NW = 5 so to increase

our frequency resolution across the VLF band, which results in about 18 dof at each

frequency in the ∼137 min spectral estimates.

Longer records of water level are used to calculate bulk wave statistics for IG and

sea-swell waves (∼68 min records), as well as evaluate frequency-dependent trends in

IG energy loss during island overwash (∼34 min records, Figure 4.2) and IG energy

content in the surf zone (∼68 min records, Figure 4.4 and 4.5a-b). Multitaper spectral
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estimates for ∼34 min records were generated using NW = 5 with 9 Slepian tapers,

yielding a resolution bandwidth 2W of 0.0049 Hz and about 18 degrees of freedom

per frequency. To avoid leakage of VLF energy into the IG frequency band, data

were high-pass filtered prior to spectral estimation. The time bandwidth of the ∼68

min multitaper spectral estimates is 8 with 15 Slepian tapers, yielding a resolution

bandwidth 2W of 2 mHz and about 30 degrees of freedom per frequency.
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